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US Tobacco gives MSU $5,000
BY )AKE BURGESS
STAFF WRITER

Murray State's rodeo team
received a $5,000 donation from the
United
States
Tobacco
Manufacturing Company to help
with the construction of a new barn.
The company donated the money
to the rodeo team because many

effort that began in January.
"Friends. supporters and alumni
paid for the barn," said Heathcott,
who also donated to the project.
Dan Evans, CEO of Bob Evans
Farm, and his wife Cheryne, provided the largest donation to date, with
a $100,000 gift.
A plaque naming the contributors
See BARN/Back Page

team members either work for donation, which will help the team
tobacco growers or have families build a 72-foot wide, 132·foot long
barn with 38 horse stalls behind the
who grow the crop.
Eldon Heathcott, assistant dean West Kentucky Livestock and
for development and professor of Exposition Center near the
agriculture, wrote a letter to the University farm.
The estimated cost of the project is
USTMC informing them of the
numerous team members who work $200,000.
The U.S. Tobacco gift is just the
in the tobacco industry.
The company responded with the latest in a continuing fund-raising
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Mandy Wolf/News Editor

Lt. David DeVoss supervises the clean-up of a
gasoline leak In College Courts Tuesday night.

A night

on the job
Public Safety officers
face many challenges
Bv MANDY WOLF
NEWS EDITOR

It was a chilly night. A light breeze gently
ruffied' the changing leaves. Crickets alerted
one another of approaching footsteps as he
approached his car.
He got in and slammed the door hard behind
him. He fastened his seatbelt with a sharp
click, snapped the shoulder belt, adjusted the
scanner and put the car into gear.
For David DeVoss, lieutenant with Public
Safety, it was just another night on the job.
Public Safety is an integral part of campus
life at Murray State, one that many students
may take for granted or simply do not under·
stand, DeVoss said.
DeVoss, who has been in law enforcement for
over 20 years, said he enjoys working with the
students on Murray's campus.
"When I first started. I bad no intention of
being a police officer," he said. "I started out as
a Racer Patrolman."
The officer had doubts about working on a
campus, especially during the turbulent '70s.
"They would throw things at us and call us
names," he said. "There was a general mistrust
of law enforcement at the time because we
were just coming out of a rebellious time."
Presently in charge of the night shift,
DeVoss said he enjoys his position at Public
Safety.
"The students now are so much nicer," he
said. "They're so much more friendly."
During a typical evening shift, it is not
uncommon for the three full-time Public Safety
officers to investigate domestic disputes and
suspicious persons, issue citations for haz·
See PATROL/Back

Andy lee/Senior Photographer

On Wednesday afternoon, the Murray State Horticulture Club
undertook a project to beautify the area in fro!"t of the Oakley
Applied Science Building formerly occupied by the Rainey T.
Wells monument. After much hard work by the club members,
the barren area was soon transformed Into an attractive garden.
(above) David Kennedy, a sophomore from Hopkinsville, and Ben
Trimble, a senior from Princeton, apply a layer of mulch to the
new garden. (left) Tamra Wells, junior from Russellville, carefully
plants a new flower. The horticulture club, which is part of the
agriculture department, currently consists of 30 members, all
dedicated to the study of plant life. All members come from the
major. The club stays visible on campus, as well as in the community, by maintaining the campus greenhouse and undertaking projects such as the landscaping of the new Pullen Farm establishment.
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MSU employees given retirement ch·o ices
BY REBECCA DOUTT
SfNIOR

STAff WRITER

Retirement may still be years away,
but Murray State wants employees to
have a choice in how they prepare for
it.
Recent legislation has allowed for an
increase in retirement options for
many Murray State employees. New
faculty and administration now have
four options in retirement plans,
increased from one.

Murray State is one of five regional
Kentucky universities to adopt option·
al retirement plans. Western
Kentucky
University,
Eastern
Kentucky University, Morehead State
University and Kentucky State
University also adopted optional
plans.
The Board of Regents approved a
plan this summer to introduce alternate retirement plans. After a statewide bid process, three were chosen:
Teachers' Insurance and Annuities

News
'

Association-College Retirement Fund
(TIAA-CREF), Variable Annuity Life
Insurance Company (V ALIC), and
Aetna.
Before the board's decision, Murray
State faculty and administration were
restricted to the Kentucky Teacher
Retirement System.
Any administration or faculty mem·
ber hired on or after July 1, 1996 has
thirty days from the date of employment to choose one of the four plans.
Joyce Gordon, director of human

resources, said a majority of new
employees have chosen one of the
optional plans.
"One of the main reasons anyone
would choose an optional plan is its
portability," she said. "It will move in
state or out of state."
Gordon pointed out that each of the
optional plans must conform to the
plan approved by the state, although
each may have variance in how it han·
dles funds.
Tom Denton, director of accounting

and finance, said the optional plans
vary from KTRS in the way benefits
are determined.
KTRS has a defined benefit, which is
detennined by multiplying the average of the employee's five years of
highest salary by two percent by the
number of years of experience.
The optional plans, in contrast, have
a defined contribution, but benefits
are determined by the returns on the
investments made by that contribu·

To pack or not to pack

The Agriculture Department has received a 44acre farm and a $1 million
endowment from the estate of a former teacher.
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Overloaded bags and backpacks
can lead to injuries of
the sphie and
shoulders.
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Bax on the attack
Raoul Bax and the men's tennis
team opened the
season at the MSU
Invitational.
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:• Center seeks volunteers

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center,
a division of American Humanics, seeks volunteers among students, faculty and sta.tT.
•The YMCA is having an arthritis swim and
needs volunteers to assist people in and out of
' the water.
• Murray Independent Schools need volunteers to help with student activities during
and after school hours.
•Southwest Calloway Elementary School
also needs volunteers during school hours.
•The Girl Scouts need volunteers to help
with troops throughout the year.
•Wee Care Child Development Center needs
a volunteer to help with a toddler class.
If you are interested in any of these or other
volunteer
opportunities, call Shannon Hall at
I
762-6117.

Friday, September 27
•Fund raiser - WKMS fall on-air fund raiser, through Oct. 9. For more information call
762-4359.
•Performance - Concert Choir, 3:30 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
.Cinema International- Presents "Rhapsody in August," 7:30p.m. Curris Center
Theater. Admission free.

Saturday, September 28
•Demonstration - Area flint knappers demonstrate and teach how to tum rocks into
arrowheads and other tools, Wickliffe Mounds Research Center. For more information
call (502) 335-3681.
•Expo '96 • Spina Bifida Association of Kentucky will benefit from event, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., in the Curris Center. $1 for tickets. For more information call Judy Overbey at
1 (aoo> 737-o222.
•Pony pull -Sponsored by the Sportsman Pulling Association, noon, West Kentucky
Exposition Center. For more information call (502) 639-5520.
•Party - Faculty club tailess-gate party, 5-7 p.m., 309 N. 14th St. Bring drink and food.
Free football tickets to first 20 people.
•Performance - Racer marching band performance, 7 p.m., Stewart Stadium.
•Cinema International - Presents "Rhapsody In August." 7:30 p.m. Curris Center
Theater. Admission free.
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Study tour offered
Each year the Cooperative Center for Study
Abroad sponsors a two-week study tour to
London, from Dec. 26 to Jan. 8. Some excursions will be to Stratford, Bath and
Stonehenge.
Participants can arrange to receive academ. ic credit. Proposed classes are geography,
mathematics, nursing and many more.
Pick up applications in Wilson Hall, Room
228C. The deadline for applications is Oct. 18.
For more information call Celia Wall at 7623171.

Sunday, September 29
•Exhibition - Mo Neal sculpture, through Oct. 31, reception, 2 to 3:30 p.m., Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery, in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Recital - Pamela Wurgler, soprano, 3:30p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
•Maetlng - Overeaters Anonymous meeting, 7:30 p.m., private dining room at MurrayCallaway County Hospital.
Andy l ee/Senior Photographer

John Weber, senior from Cottage Grove, Tenn., takes advantage
of the cool weather by studying outside of Faculty HaJI.

:Students seek donations Libraries offer new resources
: American Humanic students are accepting
: $1 donations to its scholarship fund. Names
' will be placed in a drawing to be held at the
Homecoming football game. For more information call 762-3808.

Open house slated
The Women's Center's Open House is
,planned for Sept. 30 from lla.m. to 2 p.m.
The Center is devoted to the education, support and personal growth for men and women.
Students from the International Studies
Program will present a panel discussion from
noon to 1 p.m. For information call 762-3140.
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The Murray State libraries have added the following titles to
its electronic resources:
• Applied Science and Technology
• Biological and Agricultural Index
• Educational Resources Information Center
•Oxford English Dictionary
•PSYCLIT
•Social Science Index
• Peterson's College Database
• Humanities Index
•Cumulative Index to Nursing
• Allied Health and Art Abstracts
These databases can be accessed from the public access terminals in Waterfield Library lobby and in some campus buildings
that are networked.

.Specializing in
M, N, S, SS widths.

Monday, September 30
•Elections - Freshman senator elections, 8 a.m., Curris Center, second floor.
-open house - The Women's Center open house, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for students, faculty and staff, in Ordway Hall.
•Reception ·Roads Scholars reception, all team members invited, 4 p.m., Pogue
Ubrary.
•Meeting - College Republicans meeting, 4:30p.m., Curris Center, Barkley room.
•Lecture- Mo Neal lecture, 7 p.m. Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery.
•Meeting • Campaign for Health Enhancement Education and Research meeting, 7
p.m., Chamber of Commerce Center.

Wednesday, October 2

Thursday, October 3
•Deadline - The finance and economics dub annual investment game. Rules and
applications may be picked up in the department of economics and finance. $5
entrance fee. For more Information call Jay White at 762-4278.

The Classic Nc'''S for
Fall '96 Starts with

30 yrs. experience in
custom dyeing.
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This fall, look
for new

Dollars

uncomplicated

classic dressing to
prrivide the
season's best
fashion ideas.
Cleaner lines, less
frou-frou - a
straight forward
approach to
quality.

Located S.12th St. in Southside Manor

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-8339
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The Murray State News Is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Currfs Center, Winslow cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall. Blackburn Science,
Ane Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.
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to help you complete
your college educationl
Get this and more
in the
Kentucky National
Guard
Call Today 1-888 KY GUARD

When clothes are this good, they
speak for themselves.

READER INFORMATION
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Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491 . A one year subscription is $10
payable in advance.

This newspaper Is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledgsr & Times,
1001 Whltnell Ave.. Murray. Ky. 42071
Photolithography work appearing in
The Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing ServiCes.
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•Maetfng - Overeaters Anonymous meeting, 5:30p.m., private dining room at MurrayCallaway County Hospital.
•Maettng - Chi Alpha meeting, 7 p.m.,Curris Center Theater.

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sun 1·5 p.m.
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Campus receives 44-acre gift
dents and faculty members Jim Davis and
Elldon Heathcott, ran it successfully until
her death in early 1995.

BY BRIAN HENSON
REPOaTEI

Photo Submitted
Mabel Pullen stands on the 44-acre farm
bequeathed to the University. Pullen died
In early 1995.

The rapidly-growing agriculture departThe land, located at Doran Road and
ment including both agronomy and hortiMain Street, will increase the agriculture
culture, has grown by some 200 students
in the last eight years. It now has the dis- department's land area to 394 acres, an
increase of nearly 13 percent from previous
tinction of being the second largest in the
years.
state, just behind the University of
Kentucky.
The entire farm was renovated by the
Recently, the department expanded with estate, leaving no cost to the University.
the largest single gift given to the Like the rest of the University's agriculUniversity at one time, a 44-acre tract of ture land, the Pullen farm will be mainland.
tained primarily by the students.
The land was donated by the estate of
Brannon said the land will be used for
Mabel and Stanley Pullen of Murray.
research plots and horticulture instrucStanley Pullen served as MSU's first tional activities.
agriculture teacher.
The land will a1so provide more space for ,
The gift also included a $1 million dona- the University's expanding equine protion to the University.
gram.
Tony Brannon, interim agriculture
This gift, which will be officially dedicatchairman, said approximately $700,000 of ed Oct. 4, should aid significantly in facilithe donation will go toward agriculture tating the agriculture department.
scholarships, many of which will be laborBrannon said he is optimistic about the
based, meaning that scholarship recipients department's future.
will donate work for the scholarship money
"It's the dawn of a new era in agriculture
they are rewarded.
(at MSU)," he said. "We have a glorious
After Pullen's death, his wife took over past to uphold and this will lead us to a
the farm and with the help of MSU stu- brighter future."

•

DebateWatch '96
Forensics team hosts presidential election forum for voters
BY MANDY WOLF
NEWS EDITOR

The University Forensics
Team will host the President's
DebateWatch '96 on four different dates in upcoming weeks.
The forums are designed to
get American. voters interested
in watching the presidential
and vice presidential debates,
to be aired on Oct. 6, Oct. 9 and
Oct. 16, and discussing the candidates' performance.
"The whole purpose of this is
to get the people more involved
in the debates and in the elections: said Nelson Da Costa
professor in the speech and theater department.
Da Costa serves as the coordinator of the program. He is

voting patterns.
aided by C. Rae Coel, a profes- presented by the candidates.
sor of speech and debate, as
Focus
group
members
Da Costa said forums will be
well as Pamela Dawes,
include all aspects of held in a11 50 states and will
graduate student in ~----.-~ the general population. give an indication of whether
the speech and debate
University administra- the candidates are addressing
department.
tors, faculty members issues pertinent to American
He is conducting
and students have society.
research to gauge the
been selected, as well
"We will ask open-ended
responses of the averas citizens of Murray.
questions about the debates,"
age citizen to the can"This way, we have he said. "That way, the focus
didates and their
selected people to rep- group members will be encourissues.
resent the college and aged to talk about them."
Thirty people have
the town," Da Costa
Although Kentucky's focus
been selected to serve
said.
group members have already
as focus group memDa Costa will catego- been chosen, Da Costa invites
bers.
rize data collected by everyone to come watch the
The members will
focus group facilita- debates.
meet+-. at the Ohamber of tors. He will send the data to
The fir.st pre&idential debate
Commerce to watch the nation- the National Commission on will air on Oct. 6. Focus groups
ally-televised debates. Then Presidential Debate.
will meet at the Murray
they will break into smaller
There, the data will be used Chamber of Commerce at 7:30
focus groups to discuss issues to identify the debates' effect on p.m.

September 17, 1996
9:53 a.m. Residents of College Courts reported hearing a shot gun
blast. The noise was attributed to problems with an electrical trans:.
former.
_,
1:31 p.m. University police arrested James L. Williams of Benton, Ky.
on an arrest warrant for 3rd degree assault. The warrant was issued
pursuant to two Incidents on campus Sept. 9. Wilfiams was lodged in
the Calloway District Jail.
'
9:32 p.m. David L. Knight reported stereo equipment taken from his
room in White College without his permission sometime between 9:20
a.m. and 9:30p.m. Missing are a LXI stereo, $60 cash, and a CD.
September 18
3:34 a.m. Three juveniles seen running through mall area dropped
nine COs near Blackburn Science building.
8:26 a.m. Student protested parl<ing conditions in Fine Arts Mall area.
9:27 a.m. Brent Thompson reported theft of 11 COs and other equipment stolen form his room on the 5th floor of the Fine Arts Building. The"
entry was made through an open window. The nine COs recovered at
3:34a.m. were part of the theft. The incident is still under investigation.
2:42 p.m. Ambulance dispatched to Faculty Hall-student transported
to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
2:44 ·p.m. Collin Ambrose reported a bicycle taken from Hart Colle~
area.
6:57 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders near Waterfield Library.
9:24 p.m. Report of a man going through dumpster behind Springer
College. The man was advised to stay away after darl<.
September 19
2:15a.m. Med-0-Vac Chopper coming to Stewart Stadium. The lights
were turned on and the chopper departed at 2:45 a.m.
10:22 a.m. Vehicle leaking gasoline behind Springer College. The vehicle was moved.
Sep~mber~
_
9:53 a.m. Auto accident in Hamilton Avenue. lot, no injuries reported. ·
7:38 p.m. Student reported having trouble breathing on the 3rd floor of
the Curris Center. An ambulance dispatched, person was O.K. and •
was not transported.
10:48 p.m. Hung Ku Lee reported theft of license plate from his vehicle while parked in the College Courts area.
:-

September 21
1:16 a.m. Dea Hong Yoon was arrested for broken taillights, driving on
expired vehicle plate, operating vehicle on suspended license and possession of suspended license.
September 22
8:38 p.m. Gregory Saageser issued citation for disregarding stop sign
and not having an operator's license.
9:24 p.m. Thomas W. Hornbuckle was issued a citation for disregarding a stop sign.
September 23
2:55 p.m. Fire alarm went off at Regents College.
3:15p.m. A bicycle reported stolen by a student was recovered.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
StaiB News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.
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We have
a special account
for you!

Racer Special Account
• First order of checks FREE
• No Minimum Monthly Balance
Requirement
• No per-check Fee

Peoples First believes in you and your future, and
we know that the key to a successful future is
having good banking sensei The Racer Special
account makes banking easy ond funl Stop by
any of our Peoples First locations and open your
Racer Special account today!

• ATM or Advantage Card•
• Racer Special T-Shirt
(Provided at account opening)

Visit one of our convenient locations in Murray
..
Maip Office
101 South 4th Street

University Office
515 North 12th Street

South Manor Office
611 South 12th Street

or any ofour otlatr loca&nt in McCratktn, Ballard, Grauet, Livinpton, and ManltaU Countie1.
• Requires Application and Creiiit Approval
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September 24
7:35 p.m. Fire alarm went off at Elizabeth College.
10:08 p.m. Citation was issued to Christy L. Belle for not having a reg~
istration plate of insurance.
10:34 p.m. A vehicle leaking gasoline was reported at the 800 block
of College Courts. The vehicle was moved.

WELCOME
MSU STUDENTS
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liN OUR OPINION
SGA program
to
.
register voters
only the beginning
The Student Government Association has a new
program which is registering students to vote in the
fall elections. This is a great idea, but it cannot stop
there.
Everyone needs to be registered to vote, and that is
what makes this program commendable. However,
even more important is those that are registered getting out to vote.
Voting is one of the most important rights granted
to citizens of the United States. Repeatedly low
turnouts highlight the apathy .which threatens to
strangle the life out of the American electorate. It is
a sad commentary on our society when we, with real
choices in our elections, stay: away in droves while
people who live in countries with no real choices go
to the polls as a force of habit.
Granted, the choices do not always leave much to
be desired, but at least we have a choice. We're not
some third world country with a tin pot dictator
ordering around the country from his secret bunker.
We're the greatest country in the world, and we need
to get our act together and show the rest of the world
that we really are the "shining city on the hill"
Ronald Reagan always said we could be.
Not only is voting one of our most important rights,
it is one of our most important responsibilities. We
must vote, must make our voice heard, in order to
keep interest groups from taking over every facet of
the governmental bureaucracy. It may seem that
they have all the money and power, but we can still
send the bums home.
SGA needs to be congratulated for a great idea
which really helps the community which it serves. It
also needs to realize the job does not end there.

Ag department
keeps moving on up
Murray State department of agriculture has
gained 200 students since 1988, and with a new gift
it figures to keep up the momentum.
The department, second in size in the state only to
the University of Kentucky, has just received a 44acre farm and a $1-million-dollar gift from the estate
of Stanley and Mabel Pullen.
This new land allows for more learning experiences for students in the department. It means more
opportunities for an ever-growing student base. The
money allows that student base to keep growing by
using a large portion of the gift for work-based scholarships. Again, with the emphasis on working the
land, these students will be well prepared for their
farming futures.
Department head Eldon Heathcott needs to be congratulated for everything he has done to make the
department what it is today: one of the best.
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Green comments on editorial about additional park- one that would. It might sur- away from others who have to
ing being made available on prise you to know the number drive 20-30 minutes to camparking suggestions

Olive Boulevard by Woods of faculty, staff and even stuHall. Yes, this is property that dents that have requested perTo the editor:
is owned and governed by mission to write parking violaWhile reading the last issue Murray city government. In tions for free, just for the opporof the Murray State News, it recent years, parking was elim- tunity of tagging those who are
would appear that the Public inated on the Boulevard due to continuously violating all poliSafety Department was one of dangerous conditions imposed cies and disregarding others.
the major focal points. I would by the cars parked up and down
like to make a few comments it. I would not support the com- Joe Green, Associate Director,
with regard to the parking com- bined actions of MSU, the City Public Safety
of Murray, and MSU students
plaints:
in reversing the parking condi- No reason to -complain
1. In recent years a study was
about parking
made to look at the costs of tions on Olive Boulevard.
Over my many years at
building a parking garage. I
have personally made contact Murray State University, I To The Editor,
with other institutions that have had the opportunity to
have constructed parking visit many other institutions
Trust me. It's very easy to
garages and the cost is approx- and observe their parking con- argue that there is not a seriimately $8,000 per parking ditions and problems. All you ous parking problem on camspace. This cost does not need to do is visit other institu- pus, as was stated in last
include continuous mainte- tions in our region and you wm week's "In Our Opinion." The
nance, security, etc. If a facility have a greater sense of how problem is not the parking. The
was built, the parking would well parking is handled at problem is the "university has
not come cheap. At the Murray State University. to cater to me because my
University of Louisville~ the Granted, we are not without tuition pays their salary" menprice in one of their facilities is growing pains and some expan- tality that permeates this cam$175 per year to park. If such a sion. The problems that we pus.
facility was built, I feel that the experience do not go unnoticed
Let's face it. The best parking
costs would be prohibitive and by our administration.
on
campus goes to faculty. If
Additional spaces will be
the revenue received from perthey
receive nothing else from
mits and fines does not uphold made available in the very near the university, they at least
future. Negotiations are ongosuch a facility at this time.
receive decent parking. So
2. Commuter parking is ing for additional parking areas where does that leave us? We
available at the west end of in close proximity to the acade- are a pitiful lot who have to
Hamilton Avenue - directly mic portion of campus.
Your parking concerns are actually walk to campus a
across north 16th Street from
whopping 10 minutes from our
Faculty Hall · at 17th Street. being addressed. In the mean- parked cars. You people must
This lot never has more than time, please abide by the park- be joking. No, Loyd "Ed"
five vehicles in it. This lot can ing regulations that govern Buhler, Jr. and T. Solley must
be used by commuters, faculty, each ofus.
Comments are frequently be joking. You don't believe
staff and College Courts resithat the 10 minutes it might
dents. Due to the Jack of light- made to our employees that take you to walk to class is too
ing, it is recommended that monitor the parking across much time taken out of your
this area be used only during campus. They are working and busy schedule? Apparently Mr.
doing a job that has to be done.
daytime hours.
Buhler, you have time to spare
3. As many as 30-plus park- They have no control over the if you have time to stage your
ing spaces stand empty on a number of spaces and/or the ridiculous parking protest. And
daily basis behind Franklin regulations, so please be kind Mr. Solley, if there really were
Hall - this is zoned for yellow to them. If they can't do the job a serious parking problem, it
they were required to do, then
parking permits.
would be the result of people
4. In response to a previous we would have to employ some- like you, taking parking spaces

pus. because you can't seem to
handle the 10 minute walk
from your house.
For those of you who claim
you can never find a parking
spot? Gee, I wonder why? We'd
all like to park at the front door
of our respective classroom
build.ing. Reality check. That's
never going to happen. In the
two years I have been going to
school here, there is only one
tUne of day that I have had
some difficulty finding a parking spot in the parking lot on
16th and Calloway. In the
mornings, people are going to
their 9:30 classes, and this is a
hot time for parking troubles in
this lot. The parking trouble
usually only lasts for the first
week or two of classes. After
that, enough people skip (sorry
Kern) or find alternative park:
ing. And if you still can't find a
spot, common sense would dictate that you would leave five
minutes earlier.
I won't go into the sorry state
of parking at other universities.
Compared to them, parking
here is nirvana. People here at
Murray State need to realize
that there is no serious parking
problem. The problem is your
unwillingness to accept the fact
that you may need to walk a
few more feet to get to class.
You're unwilling to accept that
the university doesn't have
many other parking options. (A
parking garage? Give me a
break.) You're right. Our
tuition does help pay "their"
sa~aries. But let's reserve our
complaints for something that
really deserves our, and their,
attention. I'm sure someone
can come up with something.
Cindy L. Gordon
Cincinnati, OH

111 Wilaon Hall
2809 University Station

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301

Do you plan to get Involved In your Residential College activities?
Why or why not?
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No.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes, eventually.

I don 't have enough

I'd like to because I

I play softball.

I'd like to play

time (to get involved).

am interested in

I think

its a good

volleyball.

way to meet people

doing the outdoor
activities suggested.
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Even on the bad days, we do not have it so bad
Have you ever had one of those days
hen you wanted to throw anyone
that crossed your path into an operatH.
ing trash compactor? With the
L..
arms of your arch
J"1Y
nemesis flailing in
1
Opinion
the air while he/she
blurts out, "Hey
let's all be adults
here," you smile,
take
a
step
back,and take pride
in your work.
Now,
while
that scenario may
be a little extreme,
think back to the
last day you spent
finding fault with
every other human
being not like you. A day that leaves
you hoping that the white light may
pay a visit and relieve you from your
vicious cycle of anger.

In

I have some advice, for those who tip myself a simple question.
Why am I so angry? I have nothing
the bottle, yell at their spouse
(girl/boyfriend) or walk out the front to complain about.
door of their western Kentucky trailer
Before a legitimate and sane answer
with just a stick and a bandanna filled crossed my mind, the images of solwith canned beans trying to cool down diers in the hot desert sand, photheir emotions - stop, throw on some tographs of dying AIDS patients and
tenllis shoes and go for a run.
the vision of starving children with
Running. Yeah, it's supposedly good flies walking on their frail and weakfor the heart. However, in my case, ened bodies captured my imagination.
Compared to that, I realized I have
running has nothing to do with the
heart; it has to do with the mind.
it good: Big K, Mall rats, a roof over my
For most, days are filled dealing head and some semblance of a family.
with people who look puzzled. Quiet
As the thoughts of those who are
and enlightening moments can be coping with much greater problems filfound in running, or maybe for some tered through my head, I couldn't help
it's just getting in the old '79 Duster but smile and laugh at myself. ·
and driving into the country with the
I always joke about people who take
radio off.
themselves too seriously, and here I
No matter what your preference, I was being a hypocrite and believing
have learned that silence is the great- that my life actually had some greater
est cure for anxiety.
meaning than other people's lives.
I was angry and emotional about
While running past local businesses,
dodging lawn sprinklers and cars something that was so small I can't
filled with stoned teenagers, I ask even remember what it was.

In just one day I had become too self
absorbed to see that life, and the
world, is so much bigger than my simple life that I can't comprehend it all.
Instead of watching Mallrats and
waiting for Silent Bob to finally hit
LaFours in his headpiece with a sock
full of quarters, I was wasting precious energy being upset.
Breathing the air is reason enough
to be happy- in and out. It feels good,
doesn't it?
I realize that having "one of those
days" is all part of life, but 1 can't
understand those who are continually
depressed or carrying a grudge around
like it's a badge of courage. Not everyone can be a pissed grunge rocker.
Who would want to be?
Get over everything and live on, or
choose to enter the over-glamorized
music scene.
Ironically, today I had a buddy of
mine say that while she was eating
lunch - enjoying every bite I might

Mark Dorris a graduate assistant at
the Murray State News.

much to be desired in both visibility
spaces per plot of grass.
With the parking situation as it and regulation. Where do you stop? At
was, I would think the main goal the new stop sign? In the middle of
would be to increase, not decrease, turning? At the old stop sign? Or
available parking. Most students dri- should ·you stop at a!l three because
ving in circles around the lot at 10 you can't see around the corner of
p.m. trying to find a spot will tell you that huge truck in the last parking
they would rather have parking than space to check whether another driver
grass. So who benefits?
is doing 35 around the loop? People do
In addition, the parking lot has now not know when to yield to other trafbecome an obstacle course, and not a fic in this new maze, which has
very eafe one, for drivers. A student caused several close calls in the lot.
must drive completely around the cirThe parking spaces are gone for
cle to get out of the parking lot, and good; we can only play a sad song for
woe to anyone who drives into the their passing. But some sort of norarea by Elizabeth College thinking mal driving pattern should be estabthere may be one lone parking space lished for the safety of both pedestrithere, only to tind there is none. ans and drivers.
Where does he turn around? On the
grass? I'm sure the campus J>Qli~ Rebecca Doutt is a senior staff writer
would love that.
at The Murray Sttite News. She is a
The new tum-around areas leave senior from Lexington.

ITilE BEST OF WHAT'S AROUND

ILETI'ERS
Fraternity responds· to erate anyone who degrades our Murray native, Pat Gingles and od of one year. At the end of the
female friends by suggesting was constructed by Paducah loan period the agreement
Hotdogger complaint

that they are a type of sexual Granite, Marble, & Stone
tool.
Company. Dedication cereTo the editor:
We feel it was inappropriate monies were held on Nov. 12,
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma for two fraternities to be men- 1960.
Because of serious deterioraPhi would like to take this tioned in a negative manner
during
Rush
Week
without
givtion
resulting from years of
opportunity to respond to the
ing
them
a
chance
to
respond
neglect,
the shaft was removed
letter written by Steve May
before bids were handed out. in 1995. The article is correct in
last week. We believe that he
However, we hold no grudges stating that a bronze statue of
has a valid point that girls
and bear ill will to no one.
Dr. Wells is currently being
should not be a deciding factor
We recommend that Mr. May designed.
in the fraternity a man chooses.
contact the Intra-Fraternity
Incidentally, there is a comHowever, he did state some
Council if he wishes to pursue mon misconception locally that
facts incorrectly and without the idea of preventing girls
Dr. Wells was the first presitact.
from attending Rush events. dent of Murray State. The first
We cannot speak on Pi Kappa We will comply with any polipresident was Dr. John Wesley
Alpha's behalf, but as far Alpha cies passed by IFC.
Carr
(1859-1960). Carr served
Sigma Phi is concerned, we
We would also like to com- from 1923 to 1926 and again
have no "Talisman Court" or ment on Mr. May's statement
"Little Sister" program. We dis- that guys should not join a fra- from 1933 to 1936. Dr. Wells
solved them at the beginning of ternity because there are more served as our second president,
this semester in compliance girls who visit the fraternity between the two terms of Dr.
with the wishes of Jim Bauer, house. We wholeheartedly Carr.
t~ Greek advisor o~ campus.
agree. No brother of Alpha
He stated that all fraternities Sigma Phi has ever joined our Sincerely,
should dissolve their "Little Brotherhood because, "Chicks Ernie Bailey
Pogue Library
Sister" programs as soon as dig our house."
possible, and we cooperated
College Loan Program
with his wishes. However, Sincerely,
there are still women on this The Brothers of Alpha Sigma a 'wonderful be n efit'
campus who wish to support us Phi
during our Rush events. Their Robert Blaisdell, president
To the editor:
role is not to draw sex-crazed
boys into our Brotherhood, but No Wells bust existed
I was happy to see the article
to show that our Fraternity
entitled "Music department
does have a social facet.
To the editor:
holds new, used piano sales"
According to Mr. May, there
printed in the Sept. 13 edition
were less than 20 active
May I take this opportunity of the Murray State News.
Brothers at our table during to correct 8 bit of misinforms- However, some of the informathe Hotdogger.
tion that appeared in the Sept. tion in the article was incorrect
In reality, there were 42 of61 20 issue of The Murray State and does not adequately reflect
Actives at the Alpha Sigma Phi News. An article entitled "Bust how the .program actually
table. He also stated there were Removed" indicated that a bust works.
at least as many girls as of Dr. Rainey T. Wells had once
The Murray State University
Brothers. Surely there were not stood in front of the Applied department of music was par84 girls at our table.
Science Building.
ticipating in the College Loan
We do not appreciate the way
To the best of my knowledge program sponsored by the
Steve May portrayed our and of university historical Yamaha Piano Corporation of
friends at the Hotdogger as records, there was never a bust America. During the 1995-96
girls who "attracted hormone- of Dr. Wells anywhere on cam- academic year we enjoyed the
hungry guys".
pus. The memorial to Dr. Wells use of 13 pianos provided by
The girls at our Rush events which stood in front of the Schuttler
Music
from
were not wearing Hooters out- Applied Science Building was, • Evansville, Indiana. This
fits, and we feel it an insult to in actuality, a 26-foot concrete included grand, studio upright,
be accused of using girlB as sex- shaft covered with slabs of Disklaver, and electronic
ual tools. We stand by our gen- black granite.
pianos.
tlemanly reputation, as we
The monument was designed
Those instruments were proalways have. We will NOT tol- by Nashville architect and vided to us at no cost for a peri-

called for a sale of the loaned
instruments.
That sale was held on
Sunday, September 15.
Because the instruments had
been in this program Schuttler
Music was able to sell them at a
price significantly reduced from
typical retail prices. The sale
was
advertised
to
the
University community and in
the region.
It is· important to know that
the instruments sold were not
and never were owned by the
University. If any Universityowned instruments were ever
to be removed from our inventory an altogether different
procedure would have to be followed. No instrument which we
purchase would ever be sold a
year after its purchase.
The College Loan Program is
a wonderful benefit to the
University. We have entered
into a similar agreement with
Yamaha and Schuttler Music
for the 1996-97 academic year
and hope to continue the program in years to come.
Brian D. Runnels, Professor
and Chair
Department of music

The Murray State News
welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must
be
signed.
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
The University. The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspt:K:tion in our office in
Wilson Hall.

BY N EVIlLE PAt.Mat
Gum COlUMNIST

Recently I was Bitting in my favorite study spot on the first

floor of the Curris Center studying for an u~ming philosophy
~· Reading about my man Plato's thougbta pn truth and
falee pemtpti(ma about ;reality, I wu deeply pondering &pleas
queetions about th~ me~ of' life.
However, I eoon became distracted by two atudenta )Yalking
by, heatedly debating' which Rocky movie was "the best.• By the
time they drifted out of bearing range I realized that all that
Btutr that Plato was jabbering about wasn't as important as 1
thought. At that point 1 clO&Qd my book and vowed in my heart
to aearch for the truth to the most pressing question of the day:
Which is the beat~ movie?
Deciding on the best RQcky movie is poaaibly one of the'
biggest controversies in our SC)ciety. I am writing this to stop
tbe madness I am the meseenger of troth. I have tbe answer.
~ fan&. braee JGUI'88lve&. Bee1ly 111-f'eitpwa supreme
Sure, all foUr of the movies ate (Jreat. I say four because
Rocky V iB a ttiaguatmg disgrace to the legacy. MoreoverJ I
would lib to eomehow send every copy of it into outer spaee as
defenee apjnet a poaaibJe alien invasion. OK. maybe I saw
Inde~~ Day too many times this summer.
As:ryway, as I began my stutlying and ·comparing I decided
Rocky I was 4u&omatically the first to become eliminated from
the list. This is mainly because he doesu't win. That lUCks! In
addition to this feet. Adrian j.s ugly and Rocky J8 way too dumb.
He is annoyi:ngly stupid. The good guy must have at least eom.e
brains or l cat\'t get into the movie. In this one the Rockster
makes Forrest Gump look like Einstein.
With Rocky I out of the picture, I decided tru.t Rocky D would
be nat to go. Adrian ia still ugly and Rocky is .dumber.
However, Rocky tinally beats Apollo. This is a good thing. Plus,
his hamburger.meat face acreaming, "Yo Adrian, I did it!" can
bring tears t.o the eyes of even the moet lD.88Culine a~ence.
With nand In out of the way, I had come to the heart of~e
matter. Which was the ~. m or IV? My decision came after
hours of arduous compari80DS between the two. They are both
so ~ However, Rocky m is slightly better.
Rocky IV is i~dible. I still have nighttnaree about the monstroWI Ivan Drago. In this one, Rocky once again beats the odds
and chops this Rusaian goliath down.
The final fight ia absolutely awesome, but on the other hand
it ia unrealistic. There is no man that am take a beating like
that and still have an intact slruU. Other Oawa include Apollo
dying, and Mickey already dead. Adrian not looking as good as
in Rocky m, and Pauly not being quite as obnoxious as usual.
l n conclusionJ I declare Rocky Ill as my choice as the beet.
Apollo a:nd Rocky become fiiends. Pauly is at the peak of
obnoxiousness. Adrian ia at her peak, too. Rocky even says a
few tbinga that aren't completely idiotic. Mr. T ftl1a his role perfectly u the meanest and most mercileaa opponent of all
Rodtys traiJUng period in L.A. with Apollo as trainer IW a
k:ickin' seventies swing to it. Finally, the appearance of Hulk
Hogan aa Thundertips vaults this movie into the potdtion of the
best 'Rocky movie ever.

Net'ille Palmer is a junior from Eddyuille.
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add - a friend of hers said there is '
something she-should know.
,
The person eatin~, Jet's call her
Sparky, found out her ex-boyfriend
was dating one of her sorority sisters
Jess than a month after the break-up.
Well, Sparky took a hit to her emotional constitution, then another bite
of her burger, shook ofT the news and ,
went to class. She later enjoyed the
rest of her day humoring herself at the '
expense of others.
The point is, in a world where rela·
tionships are like gold, even Sparky
understands how fortunate she is to
breathe in life and leave the past
behind.
If you have ever felt that simple
rush of life pass through your veins
ever so often - at times when it is
unexpected -you know what it is to
live and be happy.

Grassy knolls latest result of
inefficient parking planning
Another fall semester has begun at
Murray State, and again we face that
traditional university
problem: parkIn
ing..
My
The students
need more parking
Opinion
spaces at the residential
colleges
than are being provided
by
the
University.
This is not a new
situation, but as of
mid-summer the
parking spaces are
even fewer. fl'hese
new grassy areas in
the residential college Earking lot are
a waste of space. Sure, they look nice,
but that's at least six fewer parking

.

<l'ocus
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tudents on cam·
pus voiced their
opinions
of
President
Bill
Clinton's seven year plan
to reduce the use of
tobacco products by chil·
dren.
Clinton's
recent
approval of the FDA regulations have evoked
varied responses from
MSU students.

S

Sean Sandwell
senior from Evansville
(No family in the tobacco
industry)
I think the
FDA regulations are good.
may
They
h u
r
t
Kentucky, but
I think it will
be better in the
long
run.
SAN DWELL

. You may want to think twice
about throwing out that worn and
torn Joe Camel T-shirt you have
been sporting about campus. If
President Clinton, standing
behind the shield of the Food and
Drug Administration, has his way,
Joe Camel may become a collector's item:
The White House unveiled ita
official seven-year plan to reduce
tobacco use by children and adolescents by 50 percent on Aug, 23
with the announcement of the
FDA's final rule on tobacco and
children.
The president 's plan includes
three basic components: reducing
young people's access to tobacco
products, reducing the appeal of
tobacco products to young people
and educating young people about
'potential health risks of tobacco
products.
The plan includes measures
already enforced by most states,
including a restriction on the sale
of tobacco products to those under
the age of 18 and a ban on vending
machines and self-service displays.
However, the majority of the
new rules expand upon the 1971
ban on television advertising of
tobacco products. The new restrictions ban all billboards advertising
tobacco products that are
within 1,000 feet of schools and
playgrounds and limits all other
such billboards and in-store adver-

tising to black-and-white text
only, except those found inside
"adult only" facilities .
The plan also restricts brandname sponsorship of sporting and
entertainment
events
and
restricts brand names and logos on
popular apparel such as hats and
T-shirts.
While that means no more Joe
Camel and Marlboro Man, the new
regulations do nothing to prevent
a new line of "Philip Morris"
apparel.
The plan only restricts brand
names, but permits corporate
' sponsorship and the use of corporate names and logos.
The regulations will also eliminate the giving away of free samples and sales of single cigarettes
and packages with fewer than 20
cigarettes.
Yet, mail order sales and direct
mail campaigns will still be permitted. In addition, advertising in
publications with "significant
youth readership" will be limited
to black-and-white text only, while
no provisions for advertising over
the Internet are given.
The FDA will also require tobacco manufacturers to fund a massive multi-media campaign to educate adolescents about the health
risks associated with tobacco use.
The agency, citing Section 518 of
the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act which requires companies to notify consumers about
the health risks involved with the
use of their products, will expect
the six major tobacco companies

Eric McKinney
senior from Louisville,
(No family in the tobacco
industry)
I am aware of
the
recent
FDA regulations, and I do
not approve of
them. Pm a
non-smoker,
but tobacco is
MCKINNEY
the Kentucky
state
crop.
That's where a lot of economy
comes from. If you put a regulation on it people are going to
lose their jqbs.
Mary Ellen Prince
freshman from Lake Wales,
Fla.
(No family in the tobacco
industry)
I think it will
cut down on
th~ number of
children using
tobacco. It will
become less
available for
people
who
PRINCE
aren't
supposed to be
using it anyway.

with significant sales to children briefing that court cases have
to pay for the campaign.
already been med against the new
The new regulations follow the regulations, but the White House
1994 House subcommittee hear- is confident it will win any litigaings on the addicitive nature of tion flled.
nicotine and the 1995 open comOnce the regulations are out of
ment period by the FDA.
Secretary Donna Shalala from court, Shalala said it should take
the Department of Health and between six months and a year for
Human Services said in a press all parts to take effect.

Roots beneath the soil
Family histories continue to grow in tobacco fields
BY jAKE BURGESS
_._ 11 STAfF WRITER

Bill Clinton's approval of recent FDA regulations have
led his parents to announce they will not vote to reelect
Clinton this fall.
"Were not big time tobacco farmers, but we grow
enou·gh to keep us busy," Vass said.
Jamie Murphy, sophomore agriculture business
major from Owensboro, says his family has grown
tobacco for generations as well.
This year the Murphy family raised 85 acres, but
unlike the Vasa family, Murphy says his family is not
worried about the new FDA regulations.
"How much tobacco we can raise is regulated by state
and local government," he said.
The tobacco buyers from R.J. Reynolds ·and Philip
Morris set the price of the tobacco, Murphy said.

Jamie Vass, like IUany Murray State
students, has family roots in the tobacco
fields.
For four generations his family has
been farming tobacco on land frrst harvested by his great grandfather.
Vass, a senior agriculture major from
Pembroke, says he is only a small-scale
grower of tobacco with eight to nine
acres harvested this year, bu.t he
is worried about the price
of tobacco declining
He believes dark tobacco will bring $2.10 per-pound
and the adverse
and
busty tobacco $1.85 per-pound this season.
effect it will
Murphy said family from uncles and cousins, to
have on his
nephews and grandchildren help cut tobacco during the
family.
He says month-and-half it takes to complete the job. He said
President his family also makes money by leasing tobacco land.

Stephen Rust
junior from Henderson
(Has friends in the
tobacco industry)
I think the only
good regulations are the
age verification under age
27, and cigarette vending
machine regulations,
RUST
because when
I was 16, I could walk into
any store and buy anything.
But, I don't think Clinton
understands how much sporting events depend on sponsorship by the tobacco industry.
Robert Cottingham
junior from Henderson
(Used to work in the industry)
Tobacco is one
of our leading
cash crops in
this area. It's
good to regulate it, but
don't choke it
down to where
COTTINGHAM the economy is
losing money.

MSU looks for new ways
to bill long-distance calls

SHADOW WALKER

ment's budget rather than a
central budget as in previous
years.
The university adminiBtra•
Thomas Denton, director of
tion and Office of Accounting accounting and fmancial serand Financial Services ' are vices s'a id that a decision was
studying the expenditure of made to delay the plan for a
departments on long-distance year to allow more time to work
calls as part of thetr investiga- out the details.
t ion of different options for
"After several discussions we
billing calls.
decided to wait so we can furofficials ther study the issue and make
Administration
planned on implementing a sure that a rational dissipation
new system this year in which of funds is made," Denton said.
each department would be M
We still have several things to
assigned a budget for the year determine before instituting
..utd all long-distance t.·alls this policy."
made in that department
The university spends somewould come out of the depart· where in the range of $250,000
BY SARAH WICHT

AssiSTANT NEWS EOtTOI

a year on long-distance calls
Denton said.
"The university wanted to
look at what is typically s pent
by each department to make it
more efficient," said Don
Robertson, vice president of
student affairs. "With the current system there is no incentive not to pick up the phone
and make a long-distance call
any time you want. Hopefully
with this system there will be
more of an incentive to think
about using other options such
as writing a letter, using . email, or possibly calling collect
because the money is coming
out of your department."

Three receive Golden Horseshoes
has served as a chairman of the Senate
Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee
Jim Frank of Murray, Sen. Jeff Green of and the Legislative Task Force on Domestic
Mayfield and Richard Lewis of Benton will be Violen ce. He was president of the AlUmni
recognized as this year's Golden Horseshoe Association from 1990-91.
award winners for 1996 atthe Sept. 28 Founder's
Lewis, a 1960 graduate, is an attorney in the
Day celebration.
firm of Lewis & Telle, P.S.C. He has served as a
Frank, a 1950 graduate, is a professor emeri- member of the MSU Board of Regents since
tus in health, physical education and recreation 1995, and is chairman of the governmental relaat MSU. He is a member of the Alumni tions committee and is a member of the finance
Association, and has been recognized with a and audit committee and the athletics commitBoard of Regents Teaching Excellence Award.
tee. He was president of the MSU Alumni
Green a 1976 cum-laude graduate. He is a Association in 1977.
state senator and partner in the law firm of
The public is invited to attend the recognition
Weisenberger, Green, Hargrove and Foster. He reception a1 noon in the Pogue Library.
STAFF REPORT

Danny VoweiWisual Editor
As Jared Nelson, freshman from Princeton, retums to his retldentll collep from dus. his shlldow protrays the brtpt autumn sun on the Chestnut Street brlclp.

Final

Frida~
Movie:

Sept. 27

-rWI.ST£
Drive-in at

Dusk at

Cutchin Field
(if It rains) 10 p.m. In the

Currie Center Theater

Largest selection of
accessories in the area.

Be a standout at
Homecoming with
fashions from DK Kelley
305-A S. 12th St.
Next to Dumplins
753-7441
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Congratulations
Tiffany Winegartner,
Becky Goertz, and
Kristen Kumiga on making
the EquestrianTeam!!
n•
YoarslateNin AMI

Thank You IIKA
for a GREAT ·Pig Out!
Love,
MSU Sororities

SGA registers student voters
Bv )AKE BURGESS
STAff WRITlR

The Student Government Association has
brought voter registration to campus to help students in the upcoming November elections.
"Helping students become better citizens and
responsible is the reason for the registration
effort," said Derrick Somerville, SGA president.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, the Election
Ways and Means Committee of SGA set up
booths in the breezeway of the Business
Building and the second floor of the Curris
Center and registered 41 students.
Jeff Vaughn, head of the committee said support for the registration drive bas been strong.
He said that one person that signed up on
Tuesday came back and talked for about 45 minutes afterwards.
Many of the political clubs and societies such
as College Republicans and Pi Sigma Alpha,
have been managing the booths .
President Alexander Kern has also given full
support to the registration drive.
"Alexander is supportive and excited about the

aJG wHEEL KEEP oN TURNJN'

drive," said Somerville.
Rock the Vote, an organization interested in
registering young voters, has supplied the registration forms for the state of Kentucky.
Vaughn is hoping to take voter registration
forms to the residential colleges and pass them
out in classrooms. The registration form is valid
in any state.
The registration is valid for students who
change of addresses.
Committee members have been going to
Freshman Orientation classes to tell them about
freshman elections and SGA's role on campus.
A new committee formed by SGA and headed
by Vaughn and represented by one member from
all eight residential colleges will examine voter
registration on campus.
"The committee's focus is to most effectively
use the residential colleges system already in
place to increase student opportunity to vote in
the upcoming federal elections," said Somerville.
Starting on Friday the resident advisers of
Regents College will be handing out registration
forms to all Regents residents. They will use this
as a test of the idea.

Ca111pus 111inistry helps students
On Sept 28, there will be a
workshop on "How to write for
and receive the scqolarship/
The
United
Methodist
grant money you need" from 10
Campus Fellowship will host
a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
helpful programs for students
. A pancake dinner will be held
this weekend.

STAFF REPORT

on Sept. 29 from lla.m. to
12:30 p.m. to raise funds for a
mission trip to Mexico and
other program needs. The cost
will be $2 for students. For
information, call 753-9859.

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

Ellen Crouch, senior from Louisville, pracd ces her potte ry skills In t he Oakley Applied Science
bulldlns Tuesday afternoon. Crouch Is enrolled in the Introductory ceramics class.
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(left) Some students opt
to use a binder, such as
this one by Head,
Instead of carrying a
cumberso me backpack
or satchel.
(right)The shoulder bags
that are popular with
many students on campus can caUse structural
lmbaJance by pulling the
spine. Into an unnatural
posldon.

Seth Dixon/Staff

Andy Lee/Staff

Backpacks hazardous to health
Overloaded packs, carts injure spine, shoulders by unbalancing body
BY j ENNIFER POTIER
ASStST4NT COlUCE LIFE Eoooa

After a full day of classes you
get home, rub your neck and
with great relief you drop your
backpack on the floor. Not sur·
prisingly it lands with a thud
that rattles the house.
The loud sound of a backpack
hitting the floor comes from
pounds of books that students
carry all over campus each day.
A heavy backpack can dam·
age more than just the floor, it
can also cause serious spinal
injuries.
Dr. Dennis Heskett, a chiropractor at the Heskett
Chiropractic Center, said
improperly carried backpacks,
bookbags, briefcases and pullcarts may cause structural
imbalance and throw off the
body's center of gravity causing
health problems.
Heskett said the worst way to
carry books or any item is in a
shoulder bag.

"Purses are the worst things lessen back strain.
Many students do wear their
for women, that and high
heels," he said. "There's noth· backpacks in the correct way,
ing worse than throwing five to but without properly tightened
10 pounds on one shoulder like straps, the backpack hangs too
'
low on the spine.
a sack of potatoes."
Heskett said by weighing
Heskett said this position
down only one side of the body, injures the lower back by
a bookbag pulls the spine to one increasing the curvature of the
side, closing off the nerves. It lower back, creating instability.
can also cause structural
In order to alleviate some of
imbalance by making one the sore muscles and pain of
shoulder higher than the other carrying pounds of books, some
and causing head tilt.
students have elected to use
"All this throws off the center small two-wheeled pullcarts.
of gravity of the body, putting
Heskett said this mode of
pressure on the knees and book transportation is no
improvement on bookbags and
feet."
In the same way that a shoul- backpacks, though.
der bag affects the body, so
"It would be better if it were a
does a backpack carried on only pushcart," Heskett said. "The
one shoulder.
weakest position for the spine
Heskett said properly carried is when it is twisted, and it
backpacks should be mounted usually is when you are pulling
and fitted to the back and cen· something behind you. You are
tered to accommodate the just setting yourself up for an
body's center of gravity. It is injury."
also good to have proper weight
For those students planning
distribution within the pack to to enter the workforce soon,

briefcases also put strain on
the back and shoulders if con·
stantly carried on one side.
"You want to give equal time
on each arm, swapping it from
one to the other," he said.
Heskett recommended the
best way for students to trans·
port their books is in front of
them, "cuddled to their chest
like a baby," or by wearing a
properly fitted backpack.
"Don't try to carry a full day's
load," he said. "Don't overload
yourself."
Heskett said students visit
him requesting that he write
restrictions stating they cannot
carry their books.
.nrou may not notice how
much it aggravates your back,"
Heskett said. "But if it aggravates, you know it can cause
serious problems."
"I want to stress that not a lot
of these products take into consideration your spine or your
health. They are designed to
sell."

Gwen Oyas/Staff
Chris Ruga. senior from Rolla, Mo., uses a backpack to hold his
books as he rides to and from class. For cyclists, the backpack
Is often the preferred carryall.
J

The

Queen candidates chosen
Homecoming Queen candidates were selected Monday night by
a committee of faculty members. The candidates were chosen
based on such things as poise and campus and community
involvement.

Bree Bichon· Bichon represents the Collegiate FFA.
She is agricuJture business major from Hendersonville, Tenn.
Bichon iB a sophomore, a member of the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, the Tennessee Association of FFA State Secretary an Honors
Program Student and has served as a Great Beginnings leader.
She is also a member of the ~cuJture Business Club, a Harvest
Food Bank Volunteer a Special Olympics Volunteer an
Agriculture Ambassador and a Racer Roundup Leadership
Conference Leader.
Tiffany Floyd- Floyd represents the Never Ever Too Old
Club. She is a senior math majo from Calvert City. She is a member of the KEAINEA Student Program, the Euclidean ·
Mathematics Club and Pi Mu Epsilon math honors society.

Amanda Haynes· Haynes

is representing the Omicron
Sigma Kappa Professional Society. She is a senior organizational
communications major from Fulton. She is a member of the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, Secretary of the Alpha Chi National Honors
Fraternity, a member of the Baptist Student Union, a Student
Government Association Senator and a Student Ambassador.
Haynes also serves on the Dean's Advisory Committee, is a
Panhellenic Rush Counselor, an FHA/HERO Alumni and
Associates member, a member of Gamma Beta Phi, serves on the
Student Life Advisory Council, was a coordinator for the presidential inauguration of Kern Alexander and served as a Summer
Orientation Leader.
M~jor is representing the Panhellenic
Council. she is a senior business administration major from
Slaughters. She is a member of the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
president of Omicron Delta Kappa, a member of Order of Omega,
Beta Gamma Sigma, Gamma Beta Phi and Alpha Chi. She is also
a Student Government Association Senator, a member of the
Staff Excellence Award Selection committee, a Summer
Orientation Counselor, the University Center Board President
and a Student Ambassador.

Meredith Major-

The 1996 Hurray State University Homecoming Queen candidates are from left (front row) Meredith Major, Sandy Stone, Tiffany
Floyd (back row) Amanda Haynes and Bree Bichon.

comtng

events

M4tilll'l ll! vote fOr the Homecoming QUeen canaidate of their choice on Thursd~y,
rEll1mt·UP.tfl!t. Voting will take place frOm 8:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. in the Dance
f8~•d, t~JO().J' of the Curris Center. A valid stu~ent J.D. must.be shown in order
*«tJlttl~mt:ial•• College Association is hosting a special activity to help spark interest in
llfi.,.'*-.UNIIT:...K..~e. "!:fb.6.
•• annual Homecoming Bonfire will begin at 8:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct.3, in

fOllowing the Hall of Fame Banquet. A spirit contest will be held at
wtnnel' will be judged by the MSU football captains. The Murray State
lt*lii;JtiJJxpertJit'IJl:,a t the bop.lire and the MSU cheerleaders will be there to lead the crowd in

·boJQfi••• .,.........,. ,·

Sandy Stone- Stone is representing the American Humanics
Student Association. She is a junior organizational communication major from Paducah. She is a member of the Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority, Is the vice president of the AH Student Association a
Presidential Scholar and a member of the honors program. She
is a student representative of the AH Management Institute, the
vice chair of the American H~cs Project Harvest pr9gram, a
Student Government Association Senator at Large, a Student
Ambassador, a Fall Orientation Leader and a member of the
Hart Residential College Transition Team. She also serves on the
APO Magazine Committee, is a member of the APO Chapter
Relations and New Members Committees, she served as the chair
for the AH Radio Auction for the AH Scholarship fund and the
vice chair for the AHIYMCA College Day 1996.

If you

Macintosh. More affordable than ever.
With low student prices on Macintosh"computers, you can start doing whatever it is
you want to do. And. to make it even easier for you to purchase a Macintosh, apply
for the Apple· Computer Loan. So you can take home a Mac: and you won't have
to make a payment for 90 days~ How do you get started? Just visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.
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Seminar stresses control
tlicts voiced in the assertiveness training
group, also offered by the Counseling and
REPORTfR
Testing Center and held once a week
Ever wonder why we all can't just get throughout the semester.
along? Well, it ma.y be because we're not
The goals of the workshop are to deal
speaking the same language.
with some of the same issues as the
Counselor Tammy Hatfield of the assertiveness group, but in a more conCounseling and Testing Center said we densed; one-hour format.
each have different styles of communicaIt will instruct participants on how to
tion, some of which impede the process of recognize anger, methods of handling conconflict resolution.
flict and ways to be assertive.
Hatfield and Jane Ethridge, director of
It will also teach anger management
the Women's Center and counselor, will techniques proven to be effective in theralead a conflict resolution/anger manage- py, such as taking long, deep breaths, proment workshop this fall.
gressive muscle relaxation and visualizaThe workshop, offered for the first time tion.
this year, grew out of concerns about con"Anger is okay," Hatfield said. "Anger is
Bv SHELLEY STREET .

..

healthy; it is when we t end to act aggressively that it gets in the way."
Hatfield said that being assertive, not
aggressive, passive or passive-aggressive,
is the key to conflict resolution. Many people, however, try to avoid assertion
because they are afraid they might not be
liked or might hurt someone's feelings by
telling them what they want.
"In putting this program together I have
realized that conflict really is something
that is apparent in everyday life and avoiding it can lead to some serious problems,"
Hatfield said.
The workshop can accommodate up to
100 people.

Conflict Resolution and
Anger Management Workshop
When: Oct. 7, 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
Where: Barkley Room in the Ourris Center
Who: Open to all Murray State University
-students
- faculty
.. staff
- also any interested community members
How Much: No cost
To sign up or for more information call Jane Etheridge
or Tammy Hatfield at 762-6851
Source: Counseling and Testing and Wom4ln't centers
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

Support groups address frustrations, relationships
Bv BRANDl WILLIAMS
RfPORTU

Attending college is an exciting
experience. However, with all of the
excitement also comes stress and
exhaustion.
The Murray State Counseling and
• Testing and Women's Centers are
offering several programs to support
those students who have more to
worry about than the usual college
frustrations.
"These groups are very 'helpful
because they allow us to provide ser·
vices to a bigger population," said
Tammy Hatfield, counselor at the
Counseling and Testing and Women's

Tuesdays
Mondays

Tuesdays
Thursdays

Source; Counseling and Testing and Women's centers

Centers.
For the students who feel they no
longer want to act passive, an
assertiveness training group is available. This group is designed to devel-

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

op assertive behavior and teach individuals to express their opinions and
deal with conflicts.
A support group is also designed for
individuals who can never seem to
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develop good relationships, whether it ize the impact the trauma had on their
is with a boyfriend, parent, or friend. lives and develop steps to help cope
This program teaches what good with it.
relationships are about and helps find
A general psychotherapy group aids
ways to apply it. Currently there are individuals dealing with depression,
no members; however, interested indi- ·anxiety and dissatisfaction with baterviduals should contact the Counseling personal relationships.
Right now the group is full, but
and Testing and.Women's Centers.
"I was really surprised that no one there will be openings later in the
has shown an interest because so semester. To join, individuals must
many people I see have problems contact Jane Etheridge at the
relating to relationships;" Hatfield Counseling and Testing Center.
said.
"Confidentiality and safety arc very .
A support group is available for vic- important," Hatfield said. ''Members
tims of childhood sexual abuse and a of each group are asked to sign a contherapy group is offered for the vic- fidentiality statement to ensure that
whatever is said in the group stays
tims of rape.
These groups help the victims real- within the group."
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SPORTS
~TSU
Racers can
prove merit
hunted
•

as
••

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPoRTS EDITOR

Saturday's game against Middle
Tennessee State at 7 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium is the kind of s ituation head
coach Houston Nutt has been talking
about since day one of the 1996 football
season.
When Murray State surprised the
Ohio Valley Conference by going 11-0
after being selected to finish fifth in the
conference's preseason poll last year,
Nutt knew his squad would be the hunted rather than the hunter, especially
when MTSU came to pay their respects

The Mtatray Staa Ne*s
September 27,
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to invade Murray

Racers will
find . middle
ground vs.
Cherry climbs list Blue Raiders

to the OVC champion Racers.
Tech 8)ld Tennessee State before beatMSU shut out the Blue Raiders for ing Tennessee-Chattanooga 16-9 Sept.
the first time in Murfreesboro during 14 at home. MTSU was idle last week.
Despite throwing three interceptions
head coach Boots Donnelly's 17 years at
The Racer defense held SEMO to just
against Southeast Missouri State
MTSU, as the Racers kept their hosts 87 yards rushing while getting imporSaturday, quarterback Mike Cherry is
from crossing midfield during the tant depth from second-team linemen
seventh among Murray State's all-time
Racers' 34-0 win. MTSU owns the series like Daniel Harwell and Jarrod Webb in
leaders in passing yardage (not includlead 35-28-3.
the Missouri humidity, which pleased
Ing playoff statistics).
Nutt knows the Blue Raiders want defensive tackle Mathias Vavao.
Name (years)
Verda
reveng~, and a key to preventing that
"Right now, we're just trying to get
1. Michael Proctor (1986-89)
8,632
will be containing the pass rush of all- our game to where we feel comfortable,
2. Larry Tillman (1965-68)
5,037
conference defensive ends Anthony and the SEMO game was good for us,"
3. Kevin Sisk (1983-85)
4,917
3,449
McCord and Anthony Hicks.
4 . Tony Fioravanti (1960-63)
said Vavao, a senior from Laie, Hawaii,
3,407
5. Matt Haug (1967-70)
"They (MTSU) have got some athletes, who had three tackles and a pass
6. Tom Pandolfi (1972-74)
2,970
and it all starts with their front line," breakup against the Indians. "I see
2,711
7. Mike Cherry (1995-96)
Nutt said. "They're so quick, and very everybody as first-teamers, and I feel
2,677
8. Mike Dickens {1976-78)
few people have run the ball and moved just as comfortable with Daniel Harwell
9. Gino Gibbs {1980-81}
2,553
the ball consistently against these as l do with Anthony Hutch."
10. Tremain Lewis (1991-92)
2,377
guys."
MSU achieved aU of its 11 defensive
MSU, 2-1 on the year and 1-0 in con· statistical goals against SEMO, but
Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor
ference play after a 16-0 victory over more importantly, Nutt thinks his
Southeast Missouri State Saturday in troops have their swagger back after the way they responded," said Nutt,
Cape Girardeau, moved up two slots to their second consecutive shutout of the who watched MSU allow 82 points in its
lOth in this week's 1-AA Top 25. The Indians and fourth win in as many first two games. "That (shutout) was a
boost for our confidence, and confidence
Blue RaiderS, preseason Top 25 selec- years under Nutt's direction.
tions dropped road games to Louisiana
"I was really proud of our defense and is everything."

Racers 3-1
MSU equals '95
mark heading
into 'Valley' trip
Bv jASON YATES

Andy lee/Senior Photographer

ovc

' ' We bounced back [licely following the
loss (to EIU). Austin Peay always gives
us a tough match. It was a satisfying
victory.

• R£POitTEI

Head volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin (left) runs a blocking drill
during Wednesday•s practice at Racer Arena.

•ID

''

After
an
unsuccessful
attempt
against
Eastern
Brenda Bowlin
Illinois' Saturday at Racer
Arena, the Murray State volleyball team matched their win Bridges led the team with 18 through the treacherous Death
total from last season Tuesday kills and also added 6 digs.
Valley road trip. The Racers
night with their victory over
can
solidify its position as a
"We were not expecting to
Austin
Peay
State
in
major
conference contender
lose to Eastern Illinois. Our
Clarksville, Tenn.
with
a
couple of victories at
Murray State suffered their team did not pull together the Morehead State 6 p.m. Friday
first Ohio Valley Conference way we usually do." Bridges and at Eastern Kentucky 1
setbak!t: l)l ohly rtheit th1rd said. "We have to learn from p.m. Saturday.
home match to the Panthers the experience and move on."
"The Death Valley trip
MSU rebounded smoothly
15-11, 15-9, 14-16, 15-7.
always
provides us with tough
against
the
Governors,
claimHead coach Brenda Bowlin
games.
Morehead
and Eastern
ing
a
15-12,
14-16,
15-5,
16-14
was disappointed by the defeat,
field
competitive
teams year
win.
The
victory
moved
the
but stated that the loss should
after
year."
said
Bowlin.
"l am
Racers'
OVC
record
to
3-1
and
be an useful learning experi·
really
excited
about
our
upcomoverall
record
to
11-5.
ence.
"We bounced back nicely fol- ing games. It gives us a chance
"It was upsetting losing our
first conference game of the lowing the loss (to EIU)." said to see what they have, and also
year," Bowlin said. "It was an Bowlin, who is only two wins what we have."
Bridges, a native of Havana,
eye-opener and showed us that away from being MSU's allill.,
shares her coach's enthusiwe are not invincible. We have time winningest coach. "Austin
asm.
Peay
always
gives
us
a
tough
to earn wins, and we did not
"Morehead and Eastern are
earn anything against Eastern match. It was a satisfying victory."
going to be competitive conIllinois."
Despite the loss, senior midThe Racers hope the head of tests," Bridges said. "However,
dle hitter Melissa Bridges con- st~am they received from the we should win if play to our
tinued her excellent play. APSU match can motor them potential."

Bv MIKE OHSTROM
S~TS EDITOR

It usually takes a while for the Murray State rifle team to get
in gear for the NCAA Championships in the spring, but then
again, it can hardly be considered usual when four members of
the team were invited to the U.S. Olympic Trials.
The Racers started avenging a disappointing eighth-place finish
at l!let years national meet by opening the 1996-97 campaign
wit!] a 31-point win over Tennessee-Martin Saturday at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
Ken Hicks and Jake Fish er drew team honors for MSU, joining
junior lryt Chance and senior Amanda Stone to score 6060 points,
a total which surprised head coach Elvis Green.
"We shot well for our first meet," Green said. "We've got to push .
hard to get some of our people up to All-American status, but we
juSt need to get some matches under us."
. Hicks, a sophomore from Morreson, Colo., fired the best smallbore (1157) and aggregate (1533) scores of the match against the
Skyhawks, including missing just three hull's eyes during the
prone portion of the smallbore competition. After a stellar freshmap year, the idea of a sophomore slump is not on Hicks' mind.
"First of all, my goal is to make All-American this year," said
Hicks, who also shot a 376 in the air rifle round. "''m going to
practice hard, and I've got all the confidence in the world that I'll
do good this year."
Fi.!!her's 1521 total was highlighted by a match-high 385 air
· rifle }!core.
The Racers lost two team members to graduation from last season: : including NCAA team alternate Kristi Noakes-Penrod.
Ho~ever, Fisher, a junior from Glendora, Calif., thinks MSU has
a v»ry experienced squad that is very confident in its experience.
"I :think we can do a lot of good things," said Fisher. who targeted an 1136 mark in smalJbore. "This is probably the best team
we've had here in 10 years when the '87 team (won the NCAA
Championship), and I'd like to see us continue to grow."
Chance and Stone scored 1504 and 1502 points for the Racers,
res~ctively, while junior Mike Desjardin, junior Mike Puncochar
and ~ophomore Meegan Vasek tallied 1497, 1494 and 1372 points
as individual competitors, respectively.
MSU will take on Kentucky at 9 a.m. Sunday in the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.

Stone.
however,
lool•d

toward · her
senior year
~ ~Detor;y, there have been man.J ancl her eec~ eli..,.~Aoottng .,.U., from Batman and ond stt$ight
lahila aDd BoDDie and Clyde to Thelma and year all. cap.
~ Pollowen of Mlll'l1lY State's rifle team tain. SkaDe ja
mq be able to add Amanda Stone and Marra optimistic
that
the
Haatinp to that liat.
team will dO
Stoae and Haetin&a\earned the chance to do wen
this
IOIII8dliDg many shooters uever have the year, espeoppQriuDity to .dQ - compete for a spot on the cially after
U.S. Qlympie 'l'•am.
ita' eeaaou..
openiug win
Over the IWDDler", Stone and HastiDaa com- o v e r
Barry Joh~uett
~. .Aebooteril fiom allover the natioll Tenne•eee· AIMDda ltanll, • ...._ front
lot aA:hanc:e to.perform 8g8in8t the world in the 1\l a r t i n Wyoml'nJ, Mich., loolla to ,....
()1ympb in Atlanta. Both eame up short in Saturday at M......., State back tD the NCAA
tW:r hi4ll to mab the team, but eonaidered it the
Pat ~ In her second
to lie ahelplUI ~experience.
Spurgin,.... .. .....,~
-Jt ._both a good and bad experience,• said • twle a8np.
~-....-from Wyoming, Mich. COt was) a

:;poa CIB8 beeaaae 1 got to try for the W.m, but
~~I clidn"t do

u well ael expected."

ODat $he triaJa were over, the pair then
on new cheDenpe,

~their attention

7or Hutinp,
~JIB in

MSU, which finished eii)ith in the nation last
it was the Nation.!
Califomia. where•the fresh· year, Will try to build a winJrina atreal! when it

ftUD KiDptoo, Wash. finiabed sixth and hoeta the UDivetait1 ofKentueky9 LDL Sunclay
macl8 the NatioiW Development Team before at the Pat Spurgin ltifte Range.
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Murray
State did keep Sports
h
o
s
t Talk
Southeast
Missouri
State off the
scoreboard in
Saturday ' s
win, but every
Racer to the
man and most
every MSU
football fan
who
wit·
nessed
the
game or lis- Sports ~ditOf'
tened to it on ...__ _ _ _
radio would say it was quite
boring.
Of course, when a team that
has consecutive 40-point performances can only muster 16
points, boredom is s ure to set
in, especially when playing a
team like SEMO that has not
cracked a go<>se egg in two
weeks.
However, Saturday's continuation of the MSU-Middle
Tennessee State rivalry will be
a quick jolt of caffeine for those
still groggy from the Cape
Girardeau humidity.
As usual, this game is an
early indication of who will
contend for the Ohio Valley
Conference championship. At
1-2, MTSU needs a win to stay
in the league race, while MSU
can take advantage of Eastern
Kentucky's 0-3 slide to establish an early lead and keep up
with 3-0 Eastern Illinois.
The 2-1 Racers have been up
and down on either side of theball, but the defense has
regained the aggressive attitude that last year's team used
to stymie the Blue Raiders 34·
0 in Murfreesboro. SEMO
could not get past MSU's 34yard line, and the Racers' confidence and enthusiasm has
been building in practice this ·
week.
The Racers will have to keep
the Blue Raiders' All-OVC
defensive
ends
Anthony
McCord and Anthony Hicks off
quarterback Mike Cherry, but
MSU is at full strength at the
tackle position. Dan Brown
and Rob Reynolds are both
healthy, with Brown getting
the starting nod, and Willy
Van Gorder was the OVC's
Offensive Lineman of the Week
when the Racers beat Southern
Illinois Sept. 14.
The trick for the Racer
offense, though, will be getting
the running game off to an
early start so the passing game
can become more effective. But
as the SEMO game showed,
MSU opponents are loading up
against Anthony Downs, David
McCann and company.
Head coach Houston Nutt
intends to feature McCann, an
all-conference fullback, at tailback in short-yardage situations. Still, a more effective
way to run the ball may be not
to run at all.
With the graduation of allOVC linebacker Nathaniel
Claybrooks, though, the rest of
the Middle Tennessee State
defense is suspect once the ball
gets past McCord and Hicks. It
is the same secondary that
Cherry completed 13 of 28
passes for 196 yards against
last year, and standouts Robert
Smith at linebacker and defensive back Typail McMullen are
unlikely
to
see
action
Saturday.
With its strong front line and
bevy of talented receivers, Nutt
can certairily shake things up
with early pass plays, and if
things go well through the air,
look for MTSU's linebackers
and secondary to drop back in
coverage while McCord and
Hicks storm up the field after
Cherry.
~
That situation would clear
the running lanes, resulting in
another long day for the Blue
Raiders, who won six straight
over MSU before last year.
__J

(
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MSU betters

times at WKU
BY CHRIS JONES
REPORTER

Bob Doty was a sprinter at Murray State during his college
days, and knows that the only way you get better at running is to
run, run and run some more.
Murray State's cross country head coach has stepped up the
Racers' workout pattern from 45 miles to 63 miles a week, and it
paid off as each MSU runner set a personal record at the Western
Kentucky Old Timers' Classic Saturday in Bowling Green.
The Racers finished sixth in both men's and women's competi·
tion on the water-logged, hilly track, led by junior Jason
McKinney's third-place mark of 25 minutes and 44 seconds out of
70 entrants in the men's five-mile run and senior Phyllis Jackson
paced the women's team with a 28th place finish and a time of
20:02 in the two-mile event.
Doty believes his rigorous practice schedule prepares the
Racers for meet situations.
"I like to do this to simulate a regular meet so if someone passes you, you've got to speed up," said Doty, who has also been guid. ing the track team through its fall conditioning regimen. "I like
the different techniques of working hard then resting, working
hard then resting."
Sophomore Brad Mason thinks the tougher workouts have had
a positive effect in bringing the team to the front of the pack.
"Coach Doty has been working us hard," said the native of
Evansville, Ind., who finished in 27:43 to garner 27th place. "(The
improved times) show that we've been getting stronger."
Jennifer Bottom, a sophomore from Calhoun who completed the
run in 21:14 for 40th place, tQinks the new conditioning program
was beneficial for the Racers' chances in the rain and on the hills
of Bowling Green.
"This course was pretty tough," Bottom said. "'t has more hills
than most courses we run at, and it always rains there, so for us
· to do as well as we did was a pretty big improvement...
Brian Palmer suffered a stress fracture at WKU and will be out
for three weeks. The team's next meet will be the Southern
Illinois Invitational Oct. 5 in Carbondale.

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Raoul Bax (above) and Chris
Hayden (right) serve and volley, respectively, during the
HSU Invitational Saturday and
Sunday.

Racers h old court at home
2-1 record in singles play. After losing his
frrst match 6-4, 6~2, Gressman went on to
win his next two 6-3, 6-3 and 6-3, 6-3.

BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Though the MSU lritercollegiate got off
Top seed Chris Hayden won his first
to a wet start, Murray State's men's tennis
match
6-3, 7-5 but was defeated in his two
team finally got their chance to shine.
remaining matches 6-4, 6-2 and 6-4, 4-6, 6When the rain clouds passed, the Racers 3. Third-seed Raoul Bax also finish~!<~ 1-2
saw their first action of the 1996-97 season record in singles play, sandwiching a victoagainst the University of Louisville, rious second match with losses in his first
Tennessee Tech and Eastern Kentucky and last matches in the meet.
Saturday and Sunday, at the Bennie
"I think we did okay,.. said head coach
Purcell Tennis Courts.
Mel Purcell. "I've got a really young team
Senior Eric Gressman, MSU's second this year, but overall, they got to play some
seed, had the Racers' best finish, posting a matches and I was pretty pleased.,

In doubles play, the team of Hayden and
Eric Gressman posted a 2-1 record. They
won their first and second matches by the
score of 8-6, losing their third match 8-3.
Bax was paired with newcomers
Brandon Cummins and Chris Allen to
achieve a 1-2 record. The team of Bax and
Allen was defeated in the frrst match 8-4,
but the combination of Bax and Cummins
won their final match 8-3 after losing 84
in the second.
The Racers' next stop is Jackson, Tenn.,
where they will play in the Good Morning
Rotary Invitational through Sunday.

Lady Racers continue youth movement at IU
BY GREG STARK
REPORTO

The Murray State Women's
tennis team is going through
what head coach Connie
Keasling refers to as a "season
of changes" as the Lady Racers
opened their fall season at
Indiana University's Fall
Invitational Saturday and
Sunday in Bloomington.

-

"We bad an underclass team
returning from last year,"
Keasling said. "Some of the
seniors made some career
changes. The most experience
we haye on the team are players with two years of experi·
ence."
Angela Brooks, a junior from
Louisville, finished eighth in
the flight-three singles division
at the IU meet. Brooks also

Our Bust
Coaches
are the
Best!

teamed with Amy Gemmill, a the other players were pleased tition...
Keasling cited the efforts of
sophomore from Westerville, about their play against the
Ohio, to finish fourth in the other schools in the tourna- walk·ons Nancy Nordstrom
and Barbara Heflin for helping
ment.
flight-three doubles division.
"Martha played a girl from the team out in the early part of
Junior Martha Zimmer of
Atlanta and sophomore Brooke Indiana and showed the rest of the season.
"We would have a tough fall
Berryman, also of Westerville, the team we could play to that
season
without their help,"
level,..
Keasling
said.
"Angela
Ohio, finished second in the
flight two doubles division. won her first match against a Keasling said. 'They have both
Zimmer also finished lOth in girl from Western Michigan. won a match for Murray State."
Nordstrom feels that morale
the flight-one singles draw.
That showed the team we could
Keasling said that she and win against that kind of compe- will be a factor in the team's

success.
"Team spirit is really high,"
she said. "We really give it all
we have on the court. When we
get off that van, we'll be ready
to play...
The Lady Racers will face
Ohio Valley Conference foes
Eastern Kentucky, Tenn~see·
Martin and Eastern illinois in
dual match play Friday and
Saturday in Martin.

If you experience some of the symptoms listed below, our
FREE and CONFIDENTIAL medication research programs
for stress, tension and anxiety may be right for you.
·Irritability, impatience
• Feeling uptight, on edge
• Difficulty concentrating
• Frequent worrying

• Troubled sleep
• Feeling tired, fatigued
·Tension headaches
·Pounding or racing heart
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SCORECARD
INDIVIDUAL STA11ST1CS
RUSHING - Murray State,
McCann 12-71 , Downs 22·59,
Hitson 5-20, Swinton 1-15, Cherry
4-13. Southeast Missouri State,
Mirgaux 14-69, Jenkins 8·21. Smith
2-2, Martini 14·(·5).
PASSING -Murray State, Cherry
16·31·3 125. Southeast Missouri
State, Martini 10·28·0 113.
RECEIVING - Murray State,
Swinton 5-62, Jones 5-35, Johnson
2·22, Pollard 2-13, Downs 1·0,
Hitson 1-(•7). Southeast Missouri
State, Shaw 4-42, Fryer 3-49, Ailey
2·20, Jenkins 1-2.
MISSED FIELD GOALS - Murray
State, Hart 52, 26. Southeast
Missouri State, Reggio 47.
A -7,538.

Football
NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team
1. Marshall
2. Montana
3. Troy State
4. Appalachian State
5. Northern Iowa
6. Jackson State
7. Stephen F. Austin
8. SW Missouri State
9. Eastern Illinois
10. Murray State
11. Delaware
12. Western Kentucky
13. Northern Arizona
14. Weber State
15. Villanova
16. Connecticut
17. Idaho State
f8. Furman
19. William & Mary
20. James Madison
21 . Florida A&M
22. NW Louisiana
23. Georgia Southam
24. Western Illinois
25. New Hampshire

Record
3-0
2-Q
3-0
2-1
3-1
3·0
2-1
3-1
3-0
2-1
2-1
4-0
3-1
3-Q
3-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
3-1
3-0
2·1
3-Q
1-2
4-0
2-0

Volleyball
MSU 3, APSU 1
Tuesday in Clarksville, Tenn.
4
Team
1 2 3
MSU (11 -5, 3-1) 15 14 15 16
APSU (5-6, 0-2) 12 16 5 14
Kills - Murray State 60 (Bridges
17), Austin Peay State 50 (Chiabra,
Smith 11 ). Assists - Murray State
· 48 (Hoffman 45), Austin Peay State
44 (Chiabra 23). Aces - Murray
State 8 (Hoffman, Bridges 3),
Austin Peay State 5 (five with 1).
Digs - Murray State 70 (Hoffman
12), Austin Peay State 87 (Page
31). Blocks- Murray State 11
(Diebold, Bridges, Brashers 3),
Austin Peay State 7 (Chiabra,
Smith 2.5).
A -107.

MSU 16, SEMO 0
Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
• Team
1 2 3 4 T
• MSU(2·1)
3 10 3 0 16
SEMO (0-2)
0
0 0 0 0
Firat Quarter
MSU - FG Hart 36, 5:36
Second Quarter
MSU - Swinton 15 run (Hart
kick), 9:22
• MSU - FG Hart 21, 0:21
Third Quarter
MSU- FG Hart 39, 8:51

EIU 3, MSU 1
MSU
First downs
19
44-178
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
125
Return yards
110
Comp-Att
16-31·3
Sacked-Yards Lost 1-7
Punts
3-101
Fumbles-lost
0-0
Penalties-yards
2· 18
Time of Possession 30:35

SEMO
14
38-87
113
62
10-28·0
4-33
8-198
1-1
2-13
29:25

Saturday at Racer Arena
Team
1 2 3 4
15 15 14 15
EIU
MSU
11 9 16 7
Kills - Eastern Illinois 60 (Wells
16), Murray State 68 (Bridges 22).
Assists - Eastern Illinois 50 (Harper
50), Murray State 65 (Wojinski 60).
Aces- Eastern Illinois 7 (Wells 3),
Murray State 3 (Kennedy 2). Digs Eastern Illinois 73 (Wells 20),

Sports Calendar
TODAY
Men's Tennis - Good Morning Rotary Invitational in Jackson, Tenn.
Volleyball - MSU vs. Morehead State at 6 p.m. In Morehead

SATURDAY
Men's Tennis - Good Morning Rotary Invitational in Jackson, Tenn.
Rugby- Northam Kentucky vs. MSU at 1 p.m. at Intramural Fields
Volleyball - MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky at 1 p.m. in Richmond
Football - Middle Tennessee State vs. MSU at 7 p.m. at Stewart Stadium

SUNDAY
Men's Tennis - Good Morning Rotary Invitational in Jackson, Tenn.
Rifle - Kentucky vs. MSU at 9 a.m. at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range

.

TUESDAY

Volleyball - Evansville vs. MSU at 7 p.m. In Racer Arena

FRIDAY
Men's Tennis- Southern Intercollegiate Invitational in Athens, Ga.
Volleyball - MSU vs. Tennessee Tech at 7 p.m. in Cookeville
Murray State 82 (Kennedy 17).
Blocks - Eastern Illinois 16 (Celba
7), Murray State 11 (Diebold 3.5).
A - 91.

MSU ALL-TIME
WINNINGEST COACHES
Coach (years)
1. Oscar Segovia (5)
2. Brenda Bowlin (5)
3. Bob Ferguson (2)
4. Kerry Garrels (1)
5. Eddie Morris (1)

WJns
78
77
19
9

o

Cross Country
WKU INVITATIONAL
Saturday in Bowling Green
MSU Men's Tlmes (5 miles} - 3,
Jason McKinney, 25:44. 11 , Keith
Jared, 26:52. 27, Brad Mason,
27:43. 28, Jeremy Sobecki, 27:45.
39, Todd Duff, 29:02. 41 , Chris
Ruga, 29;10. 42, Keith Clemons.
29:16. 49, Tony Jonas, 29:54.
MSU Women's llmes (2 miles)28, Phyllis Jackson, 20:02. 32,
Renee Haley, 20:23. 35, Ashley
Lubbehusen, 20:27. 36, Tiffany
Leech, 20:40. 40, Jennifer Bottom,
21 :14. 47, Laura Bohanon, 21:36.
50. Stacy Pintar, 21 :45:

Rifle
MSU 6060, UT·M 6029
Saturday at Spurgin Rifle Range
Team
S
A Total
Ken Hicks
1157 376 1533
Jake Fisher
1136 385 1521
lryt Chance
1124 380 1504
Amanda Stone
1123 379 1502
MSU
4540 1520 6060
Travis Kasner
1148 380 1528
Hugh Rae
1141 379 1520
Matt Fetterman 1131 372 1503
Jennifer Harrjson 1106 372 1478
UT-M
4526 1503 6029
Smallbore -1 , Hicks, 1157. 2,
Kasner, 1148. 3, Rae. 1141.4,
Fisher, 1136. 5, Fetterman, 1131 .
6, Mrke Desjardin, Murray State,
1126. 7, Chance, Mike Puncochar,
Murray State, 1124. 9, Stone, 1123.
10, Harrison, 1106. 11, Meegan
Vasek, Murray State, 1008. 12,
Jason Smith, Tennessee-Martin,
918.
.
Air Rifle - 1, Fisher, 385. 2,
Chance, Kasner, 380. 4, Rae,
Stone, 379. 6, Hicks. 376. 7,
Fetterman. Harrison 372. 9,
Desjardin, 371. 10, Puncochar,
370. 11, Vasek, 364. 12, April
Minton, Tennessee-Martin, 342.

Jill Kennedy and Elliott Dunn are the Racers of the
Week.
Kennedy, a junior outside hitter from Louisville, has
helped Murray State's volleyball team improve to 11 -5 by
providing an outside presence to equalize middle hitters
Stephanie Diebold and Melissa Bridges. In the Racers' IS-I I,
15-9, 14-16, 15-7 home loss to Eastern Illinois Saturday,
Kennedy gathered II kills, one block and a .360 hitting percentage as well as team-highs with 17 digs and two aces to
force the Panthers to a fourth set.
Dunn, a senior strong safety from Uttle Rock. Ark., led
MSU's football squad to a 16-0 shutout of Southeast
Missouri State Saturday in Cape Girardeau. Dunn, the
team's Defensive Player of the Week and top tackler against
SEMO with nine, was credited with a sack and a pass
breakup when he almost intercepted and returne9 a Justin
Martini pass for a touchdown. The 2-1 Racers held the winless Indians to only 87 yards rushing and kept SEMO from
crossing the MSU 34-yard line in the contest.
The women's basketball team Is participating in the
five-kilometer Healthy Choice American Heart Walk at 9:30
a.m. Saturday at Murray Middle School to raise money for
the American Heart Association.
The Lady Racers, who reached the semifinals of last year's
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, will incorporate the
charity event into their conditioning program in preparation
fo r the team's first full practice Oct. IS.
"We are tying our training program into it," said head
coach Eddie Fields. 'This university is a big part of the
community, and this is one way for us to show we are
involved in the community."
MSU will open its season Nov. 23 at Southern Illinois, but
the Lady Racers will not play in Racer Arena until Jan. I I
when
host Austin
State.

Murray State
Judicial Board
Oct. 1, at 6 p .m.
Barldey Rm.
3rd floor Curris Center.

LoNG
joHN

SILVERS®
1st Floor of the
Curris Center
We will be accepting
Board Plans from 4-7 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 3
(order from a selected menu)

rfalllttttt. A TQ fledg~
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• Sc:()tt [)()t.f()f).
• Matt ~ref'lcla
•(ICI)'I,()m Walt()f'l
•MI~e lml,()wclef'l
• Da11e Sm()tl1ennaf'l
•Kef'lt Greel'l

The Board Plan requires $1 admission
and a depletion of a meal off your
Meal Plan.
Get a FREE 16 oz. drink with meal.

•Jeremr Mllt:i1ell
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MSU sinks in opener
Paducah team's greatest weapon - experience.
"They (Paducah Rugby Club) knew
everything to do when you go to tackle
them," said Daryl Diebold, a junior on the
team. "I went to tackle this guy from
behind, and wham, he got me with his
elbow."
For many members of the team,
Saturday's
game was their first exposure
BY EDDIE GRANT
Sl'oars STAFF Wama
to competitive play.
"With 15 players, and 10 of them rookies,
The MUITay State rugby team emerged we are really a young team," said Weaver
from a muddy field Saturday painfully Dickerson, another junior on the team.
aware of one thing- its inexperience.
However, the team is determined not to
Following a torrential rain, the team- in let their youthfulness stop them, as they
its sophomore season - took to a sloppy look ahead to brighter days.
"When we get our technique down and
field only to suffer a crushing 48-0 defeat to
the Paducah Rugby Club. Despite an end- learn how to play the game, we'll stay right
less supply of both drive and determina- with them," said Josh Andrews, president
tion, the Racers could not overcome the of the rugby team. "We were out-experi-

Rugby club's
inexperience
shows in loss

Seth Dixon/Staff

Kelly Hall, a freshman from Louisville, scores a run for
Springer College In Springer's IS-3 loss to Hart College
Tuesday at Hurray-Calloway County Park.

-----------•

PERSONALS

Hey eea~tert

MS. It's not so far away. MC

NOTICE

Sara Seely: Meow! We love you! Good
Lucid
Hey Guysl Come out to the l:!rs Play
A Than tonlghl7 p .m.

AT'A pledges. We llope you had fun at
your retreat . The best is yel to come.
You guys are doing gre!lt! • listers of
Ar'A
SIGMAS are having a BLAST at BUSTI
Thanks to our coaches for a great
Busn

Mr.Postman·Five POinls MAIL BOX
Rentals S5 a month wi1h student 10 787·
9001 ..
Your own Home Page on the World
Call 753-8054
Wide Web only
ext ..1 01 for detail&.
·

ss.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION • 400 acres near
Pnnceton. KY. 2 tracts. fantastic hunt·
lng, deer, turkey, grezing land. Satur·
day, September 28th, 1 p.m. James R .
Cash. Auctlonaer/Broker 502·623-8466 .

AfA Coaches, Thanks for a great
coaches patty! No one could "Beat 1r •
siste11 ol A fA

Attenllon Alpha Chi Membe11: Group
p!Ctures Tues Oct.1 at 4:30 on 3rd floor
of Currls Center. Dress nice & wear
Alpha Chi pin.

Congrats to Meg Foust as Sigma of the
month. We • you!l Your S.gma Sisters

MR. POS'Th4AN Copies wrth MSU 10 6c
offer expires 1~25-96.

Congratulabons to the Brothers ol Ill
on a Successful Rush, From your E .C

FREE T·SHIRT +11000 C111dit Card
fundralaers for fraternities, sororities, &
groups. Any campus organizallon can
raise up to S1 000 by eammg a whoppiog SS.OOIVISA applacation. Call1 ·800932·0528 ext.65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T·SHIRT.

.

Turkey, Only 22 days until camping tnp!
' I'm ao excited, It will be FUN, and we
are all '1-lappy People." ROY

• • Omicron Delta Kappa Is accepting
• membership applications from qualified
-4!udenta. To be ehglble, you must be a
junior, senior, or graduate standing:
11nk In tile upper 35% o{ class; have
one semester In residence at MSU:
analn epecial distinctions In at least two
~ol the following areas: 1)schotarship,
..2)athletics, 3)campus activities, reU·
1jioua ICtivitiea socaal service, c:ommu·
nlly Mrvic;e, 4)joumallam. speech and
the masa medii, and s~eative and

.
I

Mr.Postman- Five Points location lami·
nadng speclal-5x7 & under 99e.
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porschea,
Cad•llaca, Chevys. BMWs, Corvenea.
Alao Jeeps, 4WD;s, Your Area. ToU
Free 1·800-898-9778 Ext.A·7508 lor
currant liStings.
FUNORAISER· Motivated groupa OMdecllo earn SSOO+ promoting AT&T, Dis-

groups,..

~:.£Ai:tl~¥~~cr:IIIW.~:mfail~ 1,968
OffiCe,
Hal~ ~ultural
we've helPed thousands of
Centel', or Rnldentral College front
the money they need. c .. Gina a1

':sGA.
1

OrdWay

dnks. They a" due October 11 In
~rs ofllce, Ordway Hall.

• <!'nt

Stu·

, Alpha Gama we ean'l wait lO do Home• ·coming with you. Thanks Brothers of

tn.

:Thanks I41E lor a great bowling m•xerl
Lara do it aga1n1• the sisters of A fA
To the Brothers of ArP. You may have
but you haven't won the

(800)592·2121 ext.110. Free CD to
qualified callers .

QOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
f)8ftnlaa on 11. Delinquent Tax,
Aepo'e, REO'e. Your Aree. Toll Free
(1)800-881-8778 Elct.tt-7501 for cur-

rent lletlnge.
Mr Postman at Five Points Location
COLOR COPIES 5x7 size 99C.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Earn $2.500
p811•time, $8.000 fuU·time per month
proc8llllng Insurance claims for health·
care providers. Software purchase
required plus computer. Financing
avaJiable. 80CH22·SAMS.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home. Buy dlract and save! Commercial
or home units from $199.00. Low
monthly payments. Free color catalog .
Call today 800-842-1305.
LOG HOMES • Design services. Free
brochure. honest Abe Log Homes, 3855
Clay County Highway. Dept CK, Moas,
Tennessee 38575. 800-231-3695.
ATTENTION CAMPERS1 • 29 and 30
fOOl travel trailers. 19921 and 19941.
Excellent condition. Roof air, fully .aelf·
contained. Several In stock. No reuon·
able offer refUsed. Dealer. 800-272·
2314.
DIABETICS! - (using Insulin) Old you
know Madlcare (or Insurance) cove11
most supplies? Save money • C.. 80()..
833·2001 . Uberty Medical. Satiafectlon
!1Uarsnteed. No H.M.O. Membll11. Men·
lion 12040.

HELP WANTED
Hunchde Of Sludanlll Are E8mtna
Free Spring B,.U Tripe A Moneyl

. . . • Trtpa A Oo F..et

a.t.mu

CNIM 1211, cencun a J81Mlca
1311, PaMme C~ S1111

Wantedlll Individuals, Student Otgtnl·
zalions and Sma• Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL THE
NATION'S LEADER INTER.CAMPUS
PROGRAMS httpJiwww.lcpt.com 1·
800-327-6013.
WELDING· No experlence necesaary.
Training on lhe job. High school grads
only, ages 17-34 Call 800-284-6289
COVENANT TRANSPORT • All con•
ventlonal fleet. 435 Detroit 9 speed.
Orybox/reefer, avg. run 1850 miles,
benefits-All the good stuff. Exp . 80~
441-4394. Grad student 800·338-6428.
DRIVERS. EOE • GET HOME, GET
MILES, GET MONEY • Busy dispatch
oeeds natbed drivers. Must have clean
driving record. Offers a good paycheck,
benefits and late model equipment.
Must be 24 years of age, 1 year OTR.
Maverick Transportation, Inc. 80()..2891100.
$600 TO $800 PER WEEK WITH • No
expenence necessary! Now hlrtng Individuals Interested In becoming professional lruclc drivers with tralnrng uals·
lance available. Call: 800-467-3806.

DRIVERS • Solos, teams. gradl. Top
pay to start loaded or empty . Pay lor
experience. Benefits. 401 K. Assigned
equipment. 22. COL 'A' 800-633-0550,
7 clays, ald. EC-9.
FRIENDLY TOYS & GIFTS • Has openIngs for dealers. No cash lnvestmentl
Fantastic toys . Exclusive gifta, home
decor, Christmas Items. CdiOt catalog
and Information. 1100-488-4875.
DRIVER, COL • Class A Capable ol
loadrn; t.evy oonalructlon equlpmijnt•
Apply 81 1272 Old Fern Vlltey Road,
Loultvllle, Kentucky. Equal Opportunley

•;::.r:rtgbt'NktraYel.com 1..10Q.

Employer.

Never mila another Important phone
call Your own Personal Voice Mall Box
only $5 per month. Call 753·8054
axt.100 for details

S1000'e POSSIB LE TYPING. Part
Time. AI Home. Toll Free (1)800-898·
9778 Ext.T·7508 lor Ustlngs.

MECHANIC • Experienced on construe·
liOn equipment and trucks. Apply al
1272 Old Fern Valley Road, Louisville,
Kentucky . Equal Opportunity Employer.

Mr.Po5tman New location for MSU Stu·
detU- just off campus at liVe points.
767·9001 .

S1000't
POSSIBLE
READING
BOOKS. Part Time . At Home. Tol Free
(1)800898·9778 Ext.R·7508 lor Llat·
lngs.

~ the battle

e

.

)fat. Love theFearless seven

•

FENCE ERECTORS • Hiring experi·
enced or trainees. Dnvers license, drug
Jesting required. Good pay and beneftts.
Call or Wllte. West Memphis Fence Co..
P.O. Box 1565. West ~. AR
72303 501-735-1796. Subcontractors

8110 needed.

DRIVE TRACTOR TRAILERS IN 14
DAYS • COL training. No experience

neoasaary. Good record required .. Start

lhls weeltand. Serloul only 800-378·
2137.

Pro

Driver

Networtt.

" With 15 players, and I 0 of
them rookies, we are really

a young team.

Weaver Dlcke non
enced. Those guys (Paducah) have been
playing for years."
Andrews is also looking for more people
to come out for the team.
Anyone interested in participating
should come to the team's practice at 9
p.m. Tuesday on the intramural fields
behind Winslow Dining Hall, where the
club will host its first home game of the
year at 1 p.m. Saturday against Northern
Kentucky University.

DRIVERS, OTR • Tultlon·fiM ll'lll'ling
for OTR drtve11. No e)(l)4lt'lence 111011·
sary eam up to $540 per week. ClaiMI
sta1t1ng every Monday. MUll be 21.
httpJ/www.crat.com CAST, 800-5042778. EOE/mf.

Male.'Female.

CHILDRENS' DIVISION OF INTERNA·

DRIVERS, INDUSTRY LEADING SEN·
EATS· Great pay, high mllet. inctNM
after only 90 days. Late model conventionala. Teams or solo drlv811. Con·Way
Truckload Services 80<>-555-CWTS
(2987). Eoe.

pany uekJng lndependenl representaI!Yes for storytellng lheller ptMenta·
lions In your atM. ~ull or part·llrne with
excellent opportunlttH.. 509-735-2427.

CHRISTMAS
Al-'lOUND
THE
WORLD/HOUSE OF LLOYD PARTY
PLAN - Last chance hiring for '96 season. Wortt commission. Booking partiea
tlll Deoember 1. Serious calla. 800·2642188.
AVON, $7-$15 a hour. Ira EZ. No door
to door. No minimum order. Benefita,
bonos. Executive succeuful methode
Hollinel 8QO..SELL AVON. Independent
sales representatives. Earn cashl 800735-5288.
DRIVERS J.B. HUNTS • Willing to pay
lor the best drivers in the Industry.
Beginning February 25th, drivera with 1
yeat experience will atart earning .37J
to .4()e a mite. Call: 800-2JB·HUNT.
EOE. Subject to drug acreen.
SERVICE/SALES REP • Auto Aftermarket. Local territory. Must like working
with your hands. $o40I< baM + bonUI +
benell1s. EOE 800-316·1042.
DRIVERS. OTR • No forced loadng or
unloading! No northeast. Guaranteed

home policy. Excellent medical Insur-

ance. Teams & singles. Min. 23, 1 year
OTA, COl. WlliazMat. Paet:hall Truck

unea. tnc. 8()().848.0405. EEO.

DRIVERS • Guaranteed home tlme't
our priorltyl Company and teamal
Exceptional miles, frelghUiner conven·
tionals, no ltluch freight, outstanding
benefits. Buske Unee Inc. 800..TO·
BUSKE (862-8753) .
DRIVERS· Top 10 pey In Industry: 3032e a mile with 1-3 year'e experienoel
All conventionalsl Benefltal 401KI
Grads welcome. Boyd Bros II00-5438923exl CP-4.

Your ad could be ·here!
Advertise with
the Murray State News!

•

"

TIONAL. MEDIA PROOUCT10N • Com-

SALES OPPORTUNilY • Locdy with
World Book, Amerlca'a beet Mlling ref·
erenoe publi&her. Exciting new prod·
ucts. Commlaaiona plue bonull Training
and lead genefalion provided. 800-239·
3690.

eon). Rellaurant, 3 poota (1 Indoor), hot
tub, suites up to 10 people, ldtchena
with microwaves, tiki bar, jet lkit, para·
salllng. 800-488-8828.
GET MARRIED • Smoky Mountam.
Areas moat bNutiful c:Npell. Elegant
white or C«<ar moun!MI top . chapel,

gaabo. Chriltlan Mt'Yicet. complete
anangementa, cablnl. No taata or walt·
lng. 800-893-7274.
ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WEDDINGS • Smoky Mountaint. OldaJned
mlniste111 _elegant chapel, pholographa,
flon~la, Vl!l808, reoeptlona, honeymoon
cabins, )acuvla. Special peckagea for
September. No waiting, no blood teat.
Glllinburg, Tenn...... 800-933-7464
or 800-WED·RING.

New double wldee, owner nnanc:lng.
Bankruptcy OK. Land or home pack·
ages available etatewlde. Huetcy Homn

606-548-2455.

CHRISTIAN MARRIAGES - Gatlin·
burg's Original Church (Since 1980)
Photography, video, mualc.
limos, chalets. Jacuzzi sultea, ft,.

~LE

~Ec:N:::·~=~ ~

no-ra.

HOME LOANS • 5% down.
equity Joen. Free ....,.
peckage, land or home Joana. Green
AN AFFORDABLE AND PERFECT
Tree r=inanclal, 800-895-1900. Natton'a • WEDDtNG • In the Smolly Mounlalnl,
with a courteoua and profeuiOnal staff
leading mobile home lendef.50 ACRES
• 1901 Saloma ROid, Campbellsville,
performing Christian· ~lei. No
Ky. House, barns, frontage on 2 roads,
blood test, no waiting. 800-61Q.3397.
develop commercial or raeldentlal. City
water, garbage, natural gee, $325,000.
AFFORDABLE AND BEAUTIFUL
CaJ1513-434-0454.
WEDOINGSI • Smoky Mountain Wed·
ding Chapels. Rusltc log, elegant contemporary. Formal wear, honeymoon
rentals. Photoa, video. mut1c etc. Free
For Sale- 8'x9' Green carpet $20. Cell
information 800-262-5683.
782·3857
for mc:n detail.
WANTED TO BUY· Used conetrudion
His/Her 5-epeed Sd1wlm middleweight
8CJIIprnent for resale or Mlvage. Will
bic:yclee wide-fim tirM. CruiMrs S120
considef any condition. Loed811. Backeach. Red. 753-1176 after 5 p.m.
hoes. grader~, crawler dozell. elc. Cal
Jol1r\ 818-282·3221 .
A BEAUTIFUL:. CANOLELIGHT • Oldfashioned wedding, Smoky Mountain8
near Gatlinburg, overlooking river,
horN-drawn carriage, Olblnl, jec:uzzl,
ordained mlnlstell. No 1e1t or walling.
HEARTLAND 80C).448-8697 (VOWS)

ntfinancino.

FOR SALE

Advertise
\-V i t h Tit('

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN • Be married
In our magnificent mountaintop chapel

surrounded by treea & aweeome views

of the Smokiest Pigeon Forge! For
reservatlona 800-729-4365.

,\IIIITtl _lf Slllfl'

PANAMA CllY BEACH • Sendpip«·

;\

' ('( ( 1

s

Beacon Beach AeiOit, S39 (1-4 p8(·

11

GOLFMART
Discount Prices

tJ.j, ~

PROFESSIONAL GOLF MERCHANDISE

Q:!,~

&gg,__

Wl!aon

4'nx1v~

Taylor Made

carry over 60 brands

of golf balls, golf shoes by

Dexter, Foot Joy, Etonic,

and Nike, apparel by Nike

We

and Reebok, and equipment for men and women.

615-1 S. 12th St.

Seniors

Cl~E~!Day dpd
301 dV. 12/h, dtlitZ. 'J
[pfwnz, 767 - 0760
*AVEllA skin care now ava ilable
Call today for your appointment
Located 641 South Puryear, TN
247-5796

• Murray State has Stafford Loans , Graduate
Assistantships and Part-time student work
available to help finance your
graduate degree.
• A low interest Stafford Loan can provide up to
$18,500 per year for graduate study.

*Bar-B-Q & Pizza
*Pool Tables
*Dart Boards
*Video Gam.es
*Large Screen TV
Monday thru Saturday 8 a.m. - midnight

;:::!l1a1.1.a9e fJhe'tap}j :
lrlaLLf-lrlo\JJr........ ........... ~~E>
One Ho\JJr.................. $3E>

cff'toma ~team fJhe'tap}j:
20 minute Sesston.. ................~lO

'1at1lai1.:
Mini ........................... ~l5
Basic.......................... ~~5

c::Nad Ca'te:
Pedicure ..... ... ............ ..... ~~0

To explore the possibilities contact your department chair,
or student financial aid in Sparks Hall at 762-2546.
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Continued from Page 1
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BARN
Continued from Page 1
will be placed at the bam.
The new facility will house
the hones of team memben,
which are currently stabled in
the white barn behind the
Expo Center and in the Larry

Cunningham stables.
The dirt foundation is finished and construction will
start next week. Clark.
Construction Company of
Murray is in charge of the project, which will take nearly
three weeks to complete.
'"Murray State University is
preserving an American her-

ardous driving, make several
rounds throughout the campus,
and complete hours of paperwork.
And they're not alone.
Sixteen Racer patrolmen
asaist the officers in eecuring
buildiDp, walking the campus
and generally maintaining
peace on campus.
-rhe students who pay attention can alwaya find a Racer
patrolman," DeVoss said.

Discount haircuts with MSU 10.
Come and see Bobbie for all of your
haircare needs!

To Shop at ...

u
A
R

OBJECTS ON THE
A GAU.ERY OF FINE 6 FUNCIONAL OBJECTS

On the Court Square
113 South 4th St.

Ftom w ~s of'"JURASSIC PARr
and the Dim:_, or,.SPEED"

non 't bmw. Don't look b«k.

-rw1~T£R
The bark Side! of Nature.

--·-Mf'in&Kid"
(JIG)

tribUtiOii Will go to Ui8 opttOD8i
plan.
'
Denton Hid that althoqh
the UDlvenity is not directly
aft'ectad by the new plana, they
do beaeftt the Univeni\y in
recruitment attempts.
eiJt :rewlte in more flexibility
and maba it better for recruit• ing employees becauae the
Univenity can offer more
optiona for retirement,• be

A patrolman.sits in the preea
box of the stadium, watching
the cars. Others check to make
sure all buildinga are locked.
One sits in Carr Health, checking Racer carda.
•J don't know what we'd do
without them: DeVoss said.
"They are an integral part of
us.•
The Racer patrolmen are stu-·
dents who work six-hom shifts.
Some are criminal justice
majora, others are not.
Public Safety officers also
aaeiet the Murray Police
Department and county sherif.

Bobbie's Beauty Shop

~~ttr'Notru

~o plan ia better or wone in
general,• Denton ~- •xr. all
up to the individual to measure

PATROL

itage providing thi8 new barn
for present and future rodeo
teams,• said Gary Cadd, director of USTMC leaf operations.

·.

Of the fiiDd8 COUld loee money.

rialr. V8I'8U8 return.•
Denton notecl h t fi8ll if an
employee choo111 anodler plan,
Murray State mUit still make a
contribution to the &tate retirement fund out of the
University's match to the
employee's contribution, but
the rest of the Univer$ty's COJl. said.

753-2061

Advertise in The Murray State News

•

tion.
'"Many employees choose the
optional plans because the
returns could be higher,•
Denton said.
He said that although the
benefits could increaae, there is
a risk involved in the optional
plans because the investment

Continued from Page 1

Oaooy Vowell/Visual Edi11Dr
Dr. Roaw Reichmuth. AMI1tant o..n of the CoHep ofFIM Arts ...cl Communlcatlonl, .........
the tna1 detail wortc on the Price DoJie Fine Arts Center ...,...aondons on

'

•

OPTION

MAKING PROGRESS

',

1'1 department if called, aDd
haw tun juriadiction off campus.

•If somebody steals something off of this campUI, we C8l1
cbue them and arrest them
anywhere,•
DeVou said.
"'People don't realize that. We
carry 1UJ11 and can handcuff if
neceaaary. We're sworn officers.•
He said the campus is low in
violent crimea. but does have a
high number of property
crimea.
-we're a target for criminala,. he said.

~
Professional Body Piercing
IZONU

Eyebrows, lips, nostrils, belly buttons, etc.

For 11ppolntment, call Jim

(901)642-2856

